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Shahak warns Palestinian anger is rising
'•^Ound The

By UAT COLLINS

Although the Palestinian Authority
apparently wants to avoid an armed
conflict with Israel, preferring to use
its gains in the international arena, a

feeling of hatred is reluming to the
Palestinian street. Chief of General
Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak
told the Knesset Foreign and Defense
Committee yesterday.

According to an official briefing.
Shahak said, -The present situation
cannot go on much longer,- adding it

could develop in one of two direc-

tions: violence or dialogue.
He did not specify which is more

likely.

Some Palestinians are losing faith in
the PA, Shahak said, and some are

Monfechai: ban arming Hizbullah
via Syria, Page 2

beginning to perceive it as a body
which exploits the population and

enriches only those close to it.

Shahak confirmed reports, raised by
Ze'ev Begin (Likud), that some Fatah
activists have joined the Islamic Jihad.
He also confirmed reports that there

are rocket-propelled grenades in the
Gaza Strip. .

He denied, however, stories that the
IDF is confiscating arms from Jewish
settlers.

The military is holding a campaign
to register the location of its weapons,
he explained, and all the arms taken
were IDF - not private - property.
Shahak said that after a check into

the matter, the weapons had been
returned to most of the 31 people who
appealed against their removal; most
of those who did not get the weapons
back have a criminal record.
Chairman Uzi Landau (Likud)

stopped the heated discussion twice to

allow MKs to cool off. Most of the
confrontation took place between
Yossi Sarid (Meretz) and Haim Ramon
(Labor), on one side, and Begin,
Hanan Porai (National Religious
Party), and Shaul Yahalom (NRP) on
the other.

The meeting had to be stopped in the

middle of discussions on the security
of Jewish residents in Hebron. Shahak
said the IDF is doing everything possi-

ble to ensure their safety. Porat and
Yahalom said that, nonetheless, a child
had been wounded in a stone-throwing
incident.

-You're talking about a stone when
there is a danger of nuclear weapons,"
Ramon interjected.

On Lebanon, a senior military intel-

ligence officer said there has been a
gradual return to the same scope of
attacks by Hizbullah as there was six

months ago - about 60 incidents a

month.
Shahak stressed, however, that

Hizbullah does not seem to want a

flare up and is basically abiding b\ the
understandings reached ~

after

Operation Grapes of Wrath.
Recent successful IDF initiatives

have put pressure on Hizbullah, he
continued.

The organization is continuing to

receive arms by air from Iran via

Syria.

He said there are also signs of coop-
eration between Hizbullah and
Palestinian groups in south Lebanon.
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settlements
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Prime Minister Binyamin

!
Netanyahu yesterday rejected a

. . t k . in.
according to which 26

n »u .'«)v4c/fpercent of the housing units in
ns. tax. '-

seitiements jn the west Bank and

IM! shinlf* c.*ta.56ft in Gaza are unoccupied.x u
Netanyahu said the real figures

Pi ti'iw SEffl
a1* a “riny fraction" of that.

- *=i!l=
.
-I don’t have the accurate fig-

...0MR 41 hfthdr bur the: report of

v
'725% empty apartments is far

‘

'....from the truth," Netanyahu said.

7 7. He noted that Ariel, for exam-
7 '.-.pie, which the report said had

7. 72.000, empty homes, had not
: "

‘ many more than 2,000 homes in

.
..it altogether, “and Ariel is not an

7"abandoned settlement."
'"7

7“. Salai Meridor. rhe head of the
•
;:IlV

’Jewish Agency's settlement

_
“department, said there are hardly

7 ’ .any empty homes in the territo-

7'ries, and in most settlements
'

7there is not even one empty
apartment.

.
,

“j wish that the reports were
: true." he said, "because then we

• * • * would be able to fill them very

quickly. The fact is that there are

••hardly any empty aparimenrs in

ihe territories. It is known that

. the population there has been
• - growing at the rate of 10% a

year, 50,000 over the past four
.-•• years. We are confident that it

- ••will continue in this.manner."

..
.-• Peace Now spokesman Mossy
vRaz said that the figures his

.-movement has are “somewhere
. -in the middle” between those

.. <j: --cited in the American report and
.'.-the settlers’ leaders’ claim that

7' there are hardly any empty apart-

._ . .'V -ments available.
'

’ He estimated some 12% of the

housing units in the territories

. are empty.
•

. He added that although his fig-

; -.tires were lower than those in the

"• /7-.survey, it strengthened the move-
'

- ment’s demands -that all con-

' struction in the settlements be

.halted.

. US Consul-General in

-.Jerusalem Edward Abington

defended the report.

See REPORT, Page 2

Rare find

Prof. Stefan. Reif, of Cambridge University, yesterday studies a letter, written by Moses

Maimonides (Rambam) in the 12th century, that is to be part of a display of Cairo Geniza doc-

uments opening at the Israel Museum on June 2, 100 years after their discovery. (Brim Kmiier)

PM, Levy deny
deals over jobs

By WCHAL YUDELMAH

Ambassador to the US Eliahu

Ben-Elissar. who arrived here yes-

terday, met with Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu in a session

that continued after midnight yes-

terday; amid persistent rumors that

he is to be replaced.

Sources close to Foreign
Minister David Levy said last

night that as far as Levy is con-

cerned, Ben-Elissar will be
returning to Washington tomor-
row and has a return flight ticket.

The sources noted, however, that

Netanyahu may have other offers

for him.
Netanyahu’s political adviser

Dr. Dore Gold is being mentioned
as most likely to replace Ben-
Elissar, while Netanyahu’s senior

policy adviser David Bar-Wan is

mentioned as a candidate for UN
ambassador.

Another name raised in circles

close to the prime minister this

week was former ambassador to

the US Zalman Shoval, but it is

not clear for which of the two
openings he is being considered.

Shoval refused to comment,
saying only that he did not want
to talk about hypothetical
things.

A senior Foreign Ministry

source implied yesterday that Ben-
Elissar would remain in his posi-

tion, saying that it would be an

insult to the US if the government
switched its ambassador so quick-

ly. He said that it would violate

diplomatic etiquette to switch an

ambassador who had served for

less than a year.

Before Ben-Elissar’s meeting
with Netanyahu, Levy expressed

support for him, and predicted he

would remain in his position.

“I had a good talk with the

ambassador in Washington last

week. I don’t think he’ll be

replaced. 1 hope he’ll stay in

office," Levy said.

Foreign Ministry Director-

General Eytan Bentsur also

expressed appreciation for Ben-

El issar's work.

Until yesterday, it wasspeculat-

Eliahu Ben-Elissar thmei sum

ed that Levy had agreed to the

appointment of Gold and Bar-

Wan in exchange for having his

close assistant Ya’acov Bardugo
appointed director of Mifal
Hapayis-

Both Levy and sources in the

Prime Minister's Office denied
that any deal concerning the

diplomatic appointments" had
been made. Netanyahu made it

clear that he supports Bardugo's
appointment regardless of the

other appointments.

Ben-Elissar appeared con-
vinced that he would return to

Washington tomorrow. He denied

that he came on his lightening

visit because he feared for his

job, stating: “They are not going
to replace me; don't believe the

newspapers."
Earlier this week, Ben-Elissar

charged that Gold was spreading

the rumors that he is about ro be

replaced.

Gold yesterday denied that he

has said anything against Ben-

Elissar and said that no one has

approached him about replacing

him. Sources close to Gold said

that he has has indicated that he is

not interested in an ambassadori-
al position and is quite satisfied

in his present job.

Sources close to Levy dismissed
the possibility that if Ben-Elissar
refuses to resign, Netanyahu
would appoint Gold as political

delegate in Washington, in which
case Gold would act as the real

ambassador, cutting Ben-Elissar

off completely.

“We will not allow this to hap-
pen. If they try to do that, Ben-
Elissar will not let him [Gold]
work," one source said.

Foreign ministry sources said

. Ben-Elissar did not have a chance
-arsucceeding in his job from the

start, since Netanyahu’s senior

advisers cut him off from all

White House contacts and in

many cases he was the last to hear
of developments between Israel

and the US.
Lial Collins adds:
Meretz leader Yossi Sarid

described Ben-Elissar as "the
wrong person in the wrong place

at the wrong time."

He also said that "even the best
ambassador cannot market bad
and dangerous policies.

Therefore not only should Ben-
Elissar be replaced, but first of all

- and more importantly -
Binyamin Netanyahu should be
replaced."

MK Ran Cohen (Meretz),
chairman of the Knesset Slate
Control Committee, has asked
State Comptroller Miriam Ben-
Porat to look into reports that a
deal has been made to appoint a
Gesher member to head Mifal
Hapayis in return for a Likud
appointment as ambassador in
Washington.
"Making deals stemming from

political or other vested interests
means there is no chance that the
best and most talented civil ser-
vants will be appointed," he said.
Moshe Arens also criticized

Netanyahu in an interview on
Channel 1 .

^Making appointments is not the

prime minister's strong card, to

my great sorrow," Arens said.

TThis is not something marginal,
in my opinion, bui the most
important characteristic that a
leader needs - the ability to build
a staff and appoint the fight peo-

ple, because nothing can be
accomplished by only one man,
not even by the prime minister.”
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Magen resigns as deputy finance minister Eran to stay on in Amman
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Deputy Finance Minister David

Magen (Gesher) resigned yester-

day^ making good his threat or

three weeks ago. His most nkeiy

replacement is said to be mk
Michael Kleiner.

At 12:20 p.m., Magen sent a

terse letter to Finance Minister

Dan Meridor. The first sentence

said that he was stepping down;

the second and last sentence

thanked Meridor for his coopera-

tion. The resignation was accepted.

Magen did not repeat the acrimo-

nious onslaught on Prime Minister

Binvamin Netanyahu with which

he first announced his decision to

resign. Foreign Minister David

Levy at the time prevailed on him

to wait and go through factional

channels. But when the three

weeks Magen allotted as a cool-

ing-0ff period were over, be

resigned.

Sources said that Magen wul not

be missed in the Finance Ministry,

as his contribution there was negli-

gible. This mcae than anything.

Gesher sources said, contributed to

his growing sense of frustration.

Magen said yesterday that he is

“sure my voice will be heard more

as an ordinary MK. I could not

speak out as a deputy minister, but

1 will say what is on my mind as an

ordinary MK."

See MAGEN, Page 2

By IHCHAL YUDELMAN

Ambassador to Jordan Oded Eran yesterday accept-
ed Foreign Minister .David Levy's request not to

resign and is to return to Amman in two days.

Eran resigned last week, a mere four days after

assuming the post, after not receiving advance notice
of Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s visit to
Akaba for a meeting with King Hussein. He said he
quit “to warn and to improve the functioning of the

embassy and the apparatus handling a sensitive mat-
ter such as our relations with Jordan."

Eran yesterday met Foreign Ministiy Director-

General Eytan Bentsur, who said afterwards that Eran
agreed to stay in office after being assured he would
be able to function effectively.

Eran said that "1 raised issues which 1 thought

important Assuming that these issues have been set-

tled, as I understood from the foreign minister and the

director-general, I will agree to Levy’s request"

Witch ofJenin’fortune-teller remandedforfraud" " t/ ... m 1 L - ikar /vf 16 twiWI Mwnnlaims. two notice officers oiece of oaner. ofeve

Bv NAME MARCUS

Known as the witch of Jenin.

Zahamya Shahada, a fortuneteller

and healer frequented by politicians

609007

and celebrities, will be predicting ««

future of fellow inmates ai the Abu

Kabir lock-up for the next sewn

javs. She was remanded on fraud

by Tel. Aviv Magistrates

CS££
I& fo10™;

Aman allegedly conned thousands

of people out of their money byem-S^m that she h«l«;P^t-

ural and psychic powers and could

exorcise the evil eye.

Shahada, a mother of 16. regaled

her clients with die tale that she bad

been murdered,by her husband, but

was brought back to life by a woman

from her village, who removed her-

from her grave.

Following her resunecnon, sac

said, she had been granted powers to

cure all human problems.

Police said Shahada worked coun-

trywide, attracting celebrities and-

even IDF officers. After receiving

,

complaints, two police officers

decided to check her supernatural

powers out for themselves at an

apartment in IbiAviv she used. They
told Shahada they were having mar-

ital problems and desperately need-

ed heT help. For NTS 5,200, she said,

-she could solve their problems.

She produced a few grams of rice,

said SupL David Materani, and told

the couple 10 count them.

"Then she took some salt from a

piece of paper, played around with

other pieces of paper, and suddenly
produced a sweet, just like a magi-
cian," be said. This apparently was
supposed to solve the couple's mari-

tal problems.

Shahada was arrested and
appeared in from of Tel Aviv
Magistrate's Court Judge Hayuta
Cohen yesterday morning.

See FRAUD, Rage 2
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Mordechai: Iran
arming Hizbullah

By DAVID RUDGE

Hizbullah has been receiving

large quantities of arms and ammu-
niiion by air from Iran via Syria in

the past few months. Defense

Minister Yitzhak Mordechai said

yesterday.

He also said that Israel is examin-

ing reports that these shipments

may have included improved, long-

range Katyusha rockets.

Mordechai spoke to reporters dur-

ing a visit to the security zone,

where he was briefed by senior offi-

cers, including OC Northern

Command Maj.-Gen. Amiram
Levine and IDF commander in

Lebanon Brig.-Gen. Eli Amitai.

His visit came amid a marked
escalation in fighting. On Monday
morning, an Amal suicide bomber
attempted to destroy an Israel Navy
gunboat and, in a clash north of the

zone on Thursday night, three para-

troopers were killed and seven

wounded.
“There's constant air activity,

which I have remarked upon many

times, of planes flying in equipment
and weapons from Iran to

Damascus and from there to the

Bekua Valley and to Lebanon,"
Mordechai said.

"Some of this equipment is for

civilian needs, and some for mili-

tary requirements. This includes
anti-tank weapons, ammunition,
arms, and a variety of different

equipment in order to give
Hizbullah and other terrorist organi-
zations on Lebanese soil better
fighting capabilities."

Mordechai said he is investigat-

ing reports that the shipments may
have included Katyusha rockets
with a long-range capability that

would theoretically enable them to
reach Haifa's bayside suburbs.
He accused Iran of giving

Hizbullah financial and military

aid. as well as ideological backing,
and Syria of aiding in this.

Nevertheless, Mordechai reiterated

his call to Syria to return to the
negotiating table.

Mordechai visited an outpost in

the security zone and later an obser-

Defense minister meets
settlers over Yitzhar

A report on Arutz 7 yesterday

claimed that settlement leaders

met with Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai on Monday
night, in an artempt to reach a
solution regarding the controver-

sial hilltop near Yitzhar.

Present at the meeting were
Mordechai ‘s settlement adviser

Eli Cohen, and OC Central

Command Maj-Gen. Uzi Dayan.
According to the radio report,

one of the possible solutions

raised was that the IDF take over

REPORT
Continued from Page 1

"Based on what we’ve seen on
die ground, the figure of 25
vacancy rate in settlements is

more or less accurate. There's no
need for natural growth of settle-

ments if there's such a high
vacancy rate." he told Reuters.

'

Ho'arctz reported yesterday that

the American research into the

housing situation in the settle-

ments. which included satellite

surveillance, shows that only
1.100 out of the 2,300 housing
units in Gaza are inhabited and
that 31.061 out of 41.000 apart-

ments in the West Bank are inhab-

ited. On the Golan Heights. 283
of the housing units are' uninhab-

ited.

According to the report, there

are 2.000 empty housing units in

Ariel, constituting 26<> of all the

apartments in town. In Shilo.

there are 1.000 empty housing
units.

The US concluded that Israel

does not need to expand the set-

tlements. since a considerable
pan of the housing units in them
arc uninhabited. Ho'arctz said.

The survey was published less

than 24 hours after US
Ambassador Manin Indyk called

for an immediate freeze on settle-

ment construction to get the peace
process back on track.

Yehiel Leiter, of ihe Council of
Jewish Communities in Judea.
Samaria and Gaza, called the sur-

vey ridiculous. "It is clear that it

was published to embarrass
Netanyahu,” he said.

Leiter said that just six months
ago, the government decided to

release for sale 3.1MK) homes thai

MAGEN
Continued from Page 1

He stressed, however, that "this

does not mean that I am crossing

over to the opposition. I am a dis-

ciplined party member and my
opposition will be mounted strict-

ly within the coalition parameters,

like that of [MK, Ze'evl Begin.

When I see something which 1

think is wrong. I will make niv

opinions audible. A case in point

is the intention to relinquish S50

million [in US aid] in favor of

Jordan, white we arc imposing

severe budgetary cutbacks.
1 '

Three weeks ago. Magen cited

Netanyahu’s speech after the pub-

lication of the state attorney's

report on the Bar-On Affair as his

reason for quitting, but yesterday

he said that "there are many rea-

sons for resigning, and a certain

expression by the prime minister

was the trigger."

Kleiner has said that he would

like to replace Magen, while MK
Maxim Levy said he is not after

the job. MK Yehuda Lankri said

he would take the post if it is

offered to him by Levy. He will

abide by Levy's decision, he said.

the hilltop in exchange for the set-

tlers evacuating the buildings
erected after the IDF and police
demolished three houses there two
weeks ago.

Yehiel Leiter, of the Council of
Jewish Communities in Judea.
Samaria, and Gaza sard that he
hadn't heard about the meeting,
but if the IDF intended to safe-

guard the hilltop and eventually

turn it over to the settlement, the

council would support the solu-

tion. Margot Dudkexitch

had been frozen under the previ-

ous government. “At least 50% of
these homes have already been
purchased and bv summer, the
remaining 1,000 or so will be
bought," he said.

Council secretary -general
Aharon Domb also laughed at the

reports. “I thought we could
depend on the Americans," he
said. "According to the survey
there are 2,000 empty houses in

Ariel, comprising 26% of the set-

tlement's houses. That's ridicu-

lous. How can there be 8,000
units, when there are in actual fact
3,500."

Leiter pointed out that even the

photo accompanying the Ha’areiz
article was “way out of line. The
caravans claimed to be empty'

were dormitories for 60 odd stu-

dents attending a hesder yeshiva
for over six years. Just recently,

they n»o\ed into permanent
dwellings and now' the caravans
are filled with single-parent fami-
lies and young couples."

Liat Collins adds:
Labor Party Knesset faction

chairman Ra'anan Cohen filed an
urgent motion for the agenda in

response to the report. He sent a
letter to Netanyahu demanding
precise figures on the numbers of
empty apartments and calling for

the immediate end to the con-
struction.

Mere iz leader Yossi Sarid called

on Netanyahu to listen to the

Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak and stop the construc-

tion of Hot Homa. “There is noth-

ing more urgent or important
today than resuming die diplo-

matic negotiations in order to pre-

vent a war, and suspending the

building on Har Homa will enable
the talks to resume." he said.

FRAUD
Continued from Page 1

According to police, she would
demand checks from her clients,

which she told them she would
tear up. This, she said, was part

of the treatment. In fact, she
would pass the checks onto a

third party who would deposit

them into his bank account and
give her cash.

The rax authorities also are

expected to investigate

Shahada's earnings, amounting
to millions of shekels, which she

allegedly failed to declare.

Brothers Sharon and Yisrael

Zi l merman, allegedly Shahada's
impresarios, also were remanded
for three days.

| arrivals |

Arrivals for the Annual Meeting of the Board
of Governors of Tel Aviv University. From
Brazil: Miriam and Charles Tawill. From
Germany: Ankc and Prof. Dr. Dedcf Uibcft-

From South Africa: Estelle Yach. From
Switzerland: Hannelore and Dr. he. Karl-

Henu Kipp for the Inauguration of the Han-
nelore Kipp Chair in the Study of An His-

tory. From The United Slates: Dr, Felix

Zandman for the Inauguration of the Alfred
P. Sloner Chair in Antisemitism and Racism.

vation point on top of the joint

headquarters of the South Lebanese
Army and the IDF’s Lebanese liai-

son unit in Marjayoun.
He stressed that initiated opera-

tions. in which the IDF had scored
some notable successes in the past

two months, would continue.

"The level of security given to
northern communities is a direct

result of the efforts being made here
in the security zone and. unfortu-

nately, the high price we sometimes
pay here with the best of our sons."
said Mordechai.

There have been over 80 inci-

dents in south Lebanon in the past
few weeks, including roadside
bombings and attacks on IDF and
SLA troops and positions. In one
such incident yesterday. Hizbullah
gunmen fired several mortar rounds
at an SLA outpost in the zone's
eastern sector. There were no casu-
alties or damage and IDF gunners
returned fire. Military sources said

they believe the recent intensifica-

tion in fighting will continue.

Greek FM visits

Greek Foreign Minister Theodores Pangalos and his wife study exhibits at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem yesterday. Pangalos also
visited the Knesset and held talks with Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu on the peace process. Netanyahu called on the
European Union to stop giving automatic aid to the Palestinian Authority. tha* ltwrii

The Israel-Cancer Association

SKIN CANCER EXAMINATIONS
Have Your Moles Checked!

During Skin Cancer Early Detection and Awareness Week
to be held jointly by the Ministry of Health,

Dermatology and Plastic Surgery Associations and Health Funds (K.H.)

Examinations wiil be performed FREE throughout Israel at the locations listed below, on

Thursday, May 22, 1997, 3-6 p.m.

Friday, May 23, 1997, 8 a.m.-12 noon
(unless otherwise noted)

ACRE
KH. Maccabi. 41 Der. Ha'arba'a (Friday);

KH. Clalrt, 35 David Noy (Thursday, Friday)

AFULA
KH. daft, Omer Clinic, Reh. Shenbaum (Friday);

KH. Clalrt Ha'emek Hospital, Dermatology Clinic (Thursday)

ARABA
KH. daft, Araba dink: (Thursday)

ARAD
KH. daft, Arad Clinic, Reh. Hen (Thursday 11 a.m.-l p.m.)

ASHDOD
KH. Maccabi, Reh. Dov Gur, Bechor Sbitrit Sq. (Thursday, Friday)

K.H. Maccabi, Old Commercial Center (Thursday. Friday)

K.H. Clalrt, Mecfical Center, Hakirya, The dty Square (Thursday, Friday)

KJH. Meuhedet 8 Keren Hayesod (Thursday)

ASHKELON
KH. Leumit Shimshon branch, 19 Shai Agnon (Thursday)

KH. daft, Hutzot Clinic, Canton Hutzot (Thursday 10 am.- 12 noon, Friday)

ICH. Meuhedet, 5 Ktobutz Galuyot (Thursday 4-8 p.m.)

BATYAM
KH. Clalit, Meiech Nawi Clinic, 20 Kedoshai Kahk (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Meuhedet, 45 Yerushalayim (Friday 8-11:30 a.m.)

BEERSHEBA
KH. Maccabi, H Sd. HanesTim, Hakupa Clinic (Thursday. Friday)

K.H. Leumit, Canion Hanegev branch. Hi Cohen Junction (Friday)

ICH. Clalit, Mehozil Cfinic, Henrietta Szold, (Thursday, 10 a.m.-noon; 4-7p.m., Friday)

KH. Clalrt, Ben Yair Clinic, Reh. Bialik (Thursday)

KH. ClaH (Soroka Metical Center (Thursday)

BETTSHEAN
ICH. Clalit, Alef Cfinic, Rassco Commercial Center, (Thursday)

BEJTSHEMESH
KH. Clalit, Municipal Beit Shemesh Clinic, Reh. Hamishtat (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Maccabi, 32 Rehov Hazon Ish, E Beit Shemesh (Friday)

ICH. Meuhedet- 17 Rehov HarakeJet (Thursday)

BEIT ZARZIR
ICH. Meuhedet, Joamis Zarzir (Thursday 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)

BNEl BRAK
ICH. CJafit, Blumenthal CEnic, 13 Rehov EE Cohen (Friday)

KH. Maccabi. 34 Rehov Akiva (Thursday, Friday)

DIMONA
KH. Claft, Dalet cfinic, Rehov Yiziat Iropa (Friday)

EILAT
KH. Clalit, District Cfinic, Yerushalayim Hashlema (Thursday)

G1VATAYIM
KH. Maccabi, 45 Rehov Amishav (Thursday)

HADERA
ICH. Meuhedet, 21 Rehov Herat (Thursday 4 pm. - 6 p.m., Friday)

Hiliel Yafle Hospital, outpatients' cfinic (Thursday)

HAIFA
ICH. Clalit, Ibn Sina Clink:, 8 Rehov Ibn Sina (Thursday, Friday)

K.H. Claft, AJmogi Clinic, 36 Rehov Blomental (Friday)

ICH. Clalrt, Rush Professional Clinic, 4 Rehov Bhanan, Central Carmel (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Clalit, Linn Medical Center, Plastic Surgery DepL 35 Sd. Rothschild (Thursday)

KH. Leumit, 3 Rehov Hassan Shukri (Friday)

K.H. Meuhedet, 6 Rehov Atilt (Friday)

KH. Meuhedet, 3 Rehov Smolenskm (Thursday 4 - 6 pjn.. Friday 8 am. to 12 noon)

ICH. Meuhedet, 4 Rehov Horev (Thursday 6 - 8 p.m.)

KH. Meuhedet 34 Sd. Abba Hushi (Thursday 5 - 7 p.m.)

KH. Maccabi, 73 Herzl (Thursday)

Rarnbam Medical Center (Thursday, Friday)

Bnflj Zion Metical Center, 47 Rehov Gotomb (Thursday. Friday)

HER2UYA
KH. Maccabi, 7 Rehov Hasharon (Friday)

HODHASHARON
KH. Meuhedet, 23 Rehov Yehoshua Ben Gam la (Friday)

HOLON
KH. Clalrt, Yud Alef Be'adar Cfinic, 5 Rehov Kfar Giladi (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Meuhedet, 11 Rehov Rabinowitz, Kiryat BervGurion (Friday 12.30 - 2.30 pjn.
Wolfson Hospital, Outpatients' CEnic, Dermatology CEnic, 2nd floor (Thursday, Friday]

JERUSALEM
KH. Maccabi, 15 Rehov Agrippas (Thursday)

KH. Maccabi, 39 Rehov Hashisha Asar, Ptsgal Ze’ev (Friday)

Bell Medical Center, 3 Rehov King George (Thursday 9-36-noon, Friday)

KH. Clalit, Sheikh Jarrah Cfinic. Government Compound East (Thursday,Friday)

KH. Clalit, Mekor Baruch Clink:, 1 Rehov Bazar Hamaccabi (Thursday. Friday)

KH. Meuhedet, 4 Rehov Haturim (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Meuhedet 600 Tzvia Veyitzhak, Gilo (Thursday 3-5 pun.)

KH. Meuhedet, Ramat Eshkol, 10 Rehov Paran (Thursday)

KJH. Meuhedet 8 Rehov Malachi (Thursday)

Shaare Zedek Medical Center, (Thursday, Friday)

Hadassah Bn Kerem Medical Cenier, Outpatients' Clinic (Friday)

KABUL
KJH. Clalit Kabul Clinic (Friday)

KARMIEL
KH. Clalit Professional Cfinic, Canion Lev Karmiel (Thursday)

KFAR SAVA
KH. Claft, Sapir Medical Center (Meir Hospital) (Thursday, Friday)

KIRYATATA
KJH. Meuhedet Rahov Moidei Hagetaot (Friday 8J30 - 11 am.)

KIRYAT BIALIK
KH. Clalit Zevuhm Clinic. Migdalei Hakkyon (Thursday, Friday)

KIRYAT GAT
K.H. Maccabi, 115 Rehov Hagefen, Canion Gat Center (Thursday)

KH. Leumit 39 Sd. Lachish (Friday)

KH. CiaJrt Hazera Cfinic, Rehov Shivtei Ynrael (Friday)

KH. Meuhedet 6/7 Rehov Smr (Friday 10 a.m. - 12 noon)

KIRYAT ONO
K.H. Maccabi, 25 Rehov Ylnroyahu (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Leumrt, 31 Rehov Walach (Thursday, Frictay)

KIRYAT SHMONA
K.H. Clalit Kanav Metical Center (Thursday 1.30 - 5 p.m)

LOD
KH. Leumit 5 Rehov Haetrog (Thursday, Friday)

MACCABIM/REUT
KJH. Meuhedet Maccabim Commercial Center (Thursday 5 - 7pm)
KJH. Maccabi, Old Commercial Center (Friday)

MIGDAL HA'EMEK
KH. Claft, Migdal Ha'emek Cfinic (Friday)

NAHARIYA
KH. Clalit, Prolessional Clinic "B", 34 Sd. Hagatetan (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Maccabi, 70 Rehov Herzl (Thursday)

KH. Meuhedet 70 Rehov Herzl (Friday 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.)

Government Hospital (Thursday)

NAZARETH
KH. Claft, Clinic Rehov Namsoy (Thursday)

KH. Meuhedet Gaftee Commercial Center (Friday 8-10 a.m.)

NAZARETH ILUT
KH. Clalit South CEnic, Dado Square (Thursday)

KH. Maccabi, Lev Hair Building (Thursday 9 a.m. - 12 noon)

KH. Meuhedet, Rehov Atzmon, Commercial Center (Thursday 11 am. - 1 p.m.)
NETANYA

KH. Maccabi. 15 Rehov Smflansky (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Claft, Medical Cfinic, 8 Rehov Raziel (Thursday)

KH. Meuhedet 20 Rehov Smilansky (Thursday 4 - 8 pjn. Friday 10 am. - 12 noon)
NETTVOT

KH- Maccabi, 8 Rehov Yerushalykn, Commercial Center (Thursday)
OFAKIM

KH. Maccabi, 3 Rehov Herzl (Thursday)

OMER
KH. Claft, Omer Clinic, Rehov Rotem (Friday)

OR YEHUDA
KH. Maccabi, 1 Rehov Oflra (Thursday)

PETAH T1KVA
KH. Claft, Rabin Metical Center, Beilinson Campus (Thursday)

RA'ANANA
KH. Maccabi, 49 HehayaJ, cor. Hativat Ghrati (Thursday)

RAMAT GAN
KH. Maccabi, 17 Arlosoroff. (Thursday, Friday)

KH. Maccabi, 7 Rehov Abba HiBeJ, Bert Sfiver (Thursday)
KH. Maccabi, 104 Rehov Jabotinsky Ramat Merpa (Thursday)
KH. Clalit, 8 Rehov Haro'eh (Thursday, Friday)
KH. Meuherfrt, 6 Nalan (Thursday)

Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer (Thursday, Friday)
REHOVOT

RSNA
H‘ Meuhedit ' 4 Rehov B 'nVamin (Thursday 9.30 ajn.-1 .30 p.m., 3 - 6 pjn.; Friday.)

KH. Meuhedet, Kafer Reina (Friday 2-4 pm)
RI8HON LEZK3N

KH. Clan, Pinsker CEnic, 31 Rehov Pinsker (Thursday, Friday)

Friday)

aCCahi
'
?9 RehOV Hanahsho1

- Ahuzal ™shonim, Neveh Yam (Thursday,

KH. Meuhedet 72 Rehov Rothschild (Thursday)
ROSH HA'AYIN

KH. Maccabi, 17 Sd. Haziyonut Great Hasfalm (Friday)
KH. Ctafit Mizpe Alek CGnic, 95 Sd. ShBo (Thursday 3 - 8 d m.)

SAFED .

1

KH. Claft. Central CJteic, 45 Reh. Hanassi (Thursday)
SDEROT

Sder°‘ Cii^iC, RehQV Havered f^ursday 10 a.m.-1 pjn.;« p.m.)

. K.H. Maccabi, 10 Rehov Balfour (Thursday, Friday)
KH. Maccabi, 715 Rehov Hashla (Thursday, Friday)

K.H. CJalit, Ramat Aviv Alef Clinic, ISBrajaainSZT V’

KH. Clalit, Tel Nordau Clinic. 1 Dov Hoz (Friday)
*

KH. Claft, Lamed Clinic, 27 Rehov Burla (Friday)
KH. Clalit Children's Health Center, 18 Ahimeir, Ramat Aviv Smrmd „
K.H. Meuhedit, 1 5 Sprinzak (Thursday 9 a.m-2 pjn )

(Friday noon-2 p.m.

TIBERIAS*'

M9diCal Center (tChi,0V HospitaI
} (Thursday, Friday)

YOKNEAM^
Ref<a,i CRniC ' Reh ' Hahashmonaim fThursday 3-7 pjn.)_

KH. Leum'rt, 5 Rahov Haraketet (Thursday) .

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

CAREFULLY

THE WEEKLY MEETING of Uie Eng-

lish'ipMklni Jcrnsalem Rotary Club
will lake place today at 1:00 p.m. at the

YMCA. King David Street. Mr. Edward

Abtngioo. U.S. consul general, Jerusalem

will address die dub-

The examinations are free of charge and are carried out by volunteer
physicians. The number of people we can examine is limited.

The Israel-Cancer Association, TeleMeida, 03-571-7888, 03-572-1616
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Knesset marks
Arad’s birfhrk rc:^a :*
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By UAT COLLINS

A strong message went out
from the Knesset yesterday:
Free Ron Arad." The message
was P'ckeii UP and echoed bvmembers of the British and
uerman parliaments who partici-
pated in a special satellite- and
internet link-up with their Israeli
counterparts for a conference
marlung the 39th birthday of the
missing Israeli navigator who
was captured in 1986,"
The conference was the initia-

tive of Coalition and Likud fac-
tion chairman Michael Eitan.
who heads the sub-committee on
communication and information.
Among those w’ho appeared in

the satellite link-up was Britain's
Derek Fatchen, minister of the
Stele, Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, on the eve of a visit to the

Middle EasL
He said he would bring up the

subject during his visit to Syria
nexi week “and make it very
clear that the British government
will be working hard for his
release."

John Marshall, a Conservative
MP until the recent electrons,
called Arad’s captivity “the most
scandalous abuse ofhuman rights
in the western world." He said
Arad's release would further the
peace process. Marshall noted
that Arad has been missing as
long as both world wars~put
together.

Conservative MP Janies
Clappison said he would continue
to take up Arad's cause with the
new government.
Although the planned link with

the German Bundestag did not
work out, the speaker. Rita

SQssmuth, sent a message to
Knesset Speaker Dan frchon
sympathizing with the campaign
to free Arad.

Industry and Trade Minister
Natan Sharansky told the British
MPs and viewers that he could
personally identify with Arad
from his experiences as a former
Prisoner of Zion.

Communications Minister
Limor Livnat spoke to Ron’s
mother. Batya Arad - “as one
mother to another, who. under-
stands and shares your hope that
you will wake up in the momine
and find Ron at home.”
Yosef Harari. who heads the

Committee to Free Ron Arad,
stressed the modem media
event was not "celebrating but
marking his birthday. We’ll cel-
ebrate it with him when he
returns.”
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Jews in Iran have
religious freedom, says
ex-community leader

2^er D
^L

15h°n
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2
d Communications Minister Limor Livnat (center)Knesset ceremony yesterday m honor of the missing navigator's 39th birthday.

By STEVE ROPAH

Iran s 25,000 Jews have been
granted freedom of religion as
well as limited travel rights by the
Islamic regime in Teheran, accord-
ing to former community head
Parviz Nazarian.

Nazarian, who since 1979 has
resided in Los Angeles, said in an
interview with The Jerusalem
Post yesterday that the Islamic
republic allows synagogues and
Jewish schools to operate. This is

in contrast to the years of govern-
ment persecution of the Jews that
followed the 197S overthrow of
the Shah.

“The Jews have learned to live

in Iran.” said Nazarian, a former
IDF soldier who heads a scholar-
ship fund that has aided 400

• Israelis.

- “They don’t feel under pressure.
There are synagogues and schools.
The regime doesn’t interfere on
issues of religion."

Nazarian. who himself would
not dare to return to his home in

Teheran, said Jews have possibili-

ties of leaving Iran, although
many appear ready to remain in

the country. “It’s a question of

price." he said. “Also there is an
age factor. Many of the Jews in
Iran today are elderly [and prefer
to stay].”

The 67-year-old Nazarian, who
helps run several companies based
in the US, will today donate an
endowment for a chair for the
study of modem Iran at Tel Aviv
University, the first such chair in
Israel. He said his goal is to pro-
mote understanding of Iran in

Israel in the hope that Teheran will
one day reconcile itself with the
Jewish suite.

“You have to know the Iranians
to make a deal," he said. “Iran
under an ayatollah will not last

long. Even today, under the aya-
tollah. the country is changing.
There are intellectuals who” are
beginning to think they need the
IIS and the West The Iranians are

.
not anti-Israel. They use such
rhetoric for political reasons in the
Arab world."

But Nazarian said he cannot
explain the motive of Iran's pro-
grams to develop nuclear weapons
and medium-range ballistic mis-
siles capable of hitting Israel.

“Even I as an Iranian lack the tools
to understand Iran today,” he said.
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join Ron Arad's mother. Batya Arad, at a
tKjjc 1 forum

REMEMBER FROM T.V. ???
“3D Surprise"

In "Rishon Babidur" with Dudu Topaz
on June 8th

, 1997

WANT TO WATCH ?
Only watchable with 3D glasses
available only from us. only
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Gov’t, ULA discuss

new plan to end strike
By UAT COLLINS

A meeting between the prime
minister, finance minister and
interior minister last night came
up with a financial recommenda-
tion to end the local authorities

strike, according to the Union of
Local Authorities spokesman. He
said the government had pro-
posed giving the ULA NIS SO
million in each of the next four
years and NIS 600m. in a year.

Earlier, Interior Minister Eli

Suissa said he "identifies with the

j'ust straggle of the local authority

heads," during yesterday's stormy
Knesset Interior Committee dis-

cussion on the crisis.

Committee chairman Sallah
Tarif (Labor), at the outset of the
meeting, strongly criticized

Finance Minister Dan Meridor,

who did not attend the discus-

sion, although he later met with

local authority heads in his own
office.

“Part of the problem with the

heavy deficit is the heavy demand

the government places on the local

authorities. I have stopped wan-

dering among the local authorities

because 1 am ashamed to look

these people in the eyes when their

water supply is cut off, there, is no

money to pay their workers

wages and I have nothing I can tell

them,” Suissa said.

David Milgroni, head of the

Finance Ministry’s budget divi-

sion. said the ministry is trying not
to deviate from the budget and any
additional funds for "the local

authorities would open up discus-

sions among other bodies.

The committee decided to create

a sub-comminee with the Finance
Committee to hold immediate dis-

cussions with the prime minister,

finance minister and others in an
attempt to solve the problem.
Maxim Levy (Gesher). former

Lod mayor, blamed the govern-
ment and said it is close-minded to

the problem.
Former finance minister

Avraham Shohat (Labor) said the

government had prepared the bud-
get without serious thought “and
most of the ministers raised their
hands [to vote] without knowing
what for.”

Also earlier, ULA head Adi
Eldar said the heads would net
take down their protest tent out-
side the Prime Minister’s Office.

He said the finance minister is

ignoring and belittling the coun-
cil heads and does not take into

account such problems as the

fact that in some towns some 40
percent of the residents, mainly

new immigrants, are exempt,
from paying municipal taxes.
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Olmert takes stand

in own defense
V MS EACH

i i iud Mm i

•• •

By RAINE MARCUS

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert,

on trial in Tel Aviv Magistrate's

Court on charges of fraud and

breach of trust, took the stand in his

own defense yesterday.

He is charged with fraudulently

hying to obtain government funds

for the 1988 Likud election cam-

paign-he wascampaign treasurer-

by declaring that contributions were

coming from abroad. According to

the prosecution, he failed to declare

that Ire was getting illegal donations

from corporations and gave raise

invoices stating that money was tor

advertising services.

Olmert testified that he had not

been in charge of donations from

Israeli companies, but that those

responsible. Yona Peled and

Menahem Atzmon, had been tried

and convicted for the offends he

was trial for.

"That year- 1 was extremely busy,"

said Olmert “I had no lime to think

about anything. I had to appear

every evening at three or four places

as pan of our campaign.”

According to Olmert, Atzmon

was in charge ofcontributionsto the

party. “I ousted him and Peled

implicitly,” he added. After his tes-

timony, Olmert told reporters that

he had not committed any crime.

• The prices presented above are after a discount of50% • These SURPRISE CORNER discounts an; valid until VS 97 „r whit, cvw i ,
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Qatar won’t cancel

next Mideast

economic summit
By POUCUS DAWS

LONDON - Qatar this week

rebuffed high-level appeals from

Syria to dismantle its links with

Israel and cancel the fourth annual

Middle East and North Africa

Economic Conference, scheduled

to be held in Doha next

November.
According to the Saudi-owned

daily al-Hayat, Syrian Foreign

Minister Farouk Shara lobbied

Qatar to close Israel's trade office

in Doha and refrain from hosting

the conference in the absence of a

“just and comprehensive peace."

Shara later traveled to Jedtla,

where he joined Syrian Vice

President Abdel Halim Khaddam
for talks with Saudi Arabia's King

Fahd as part of Syria’s efforts to

rally Arab support for its position

in its deadlocked talks with Israel.

In Doha, Shara delivered a ver-

bal message from Syrian President

Hafez Assad to the Qatari emir.

Sheikh Hamad bin-Khalifa Al

Thani. Al-Hayat did not give

details about the message bur

reported extensively on talks

between Shara and his Qatari

counterpart. Sheikh Hamad bin-

Jassem bin-Jabr Al Thani.

It said Shara stressed the impor-

tance of a “unified and cohesive

Arab position” in face of Prime

Minister Netanyahu's “anti-peace

policy,” insisting that such a stand

was the only way of “changing

Netanyahu’s expansionist mentali-

ty to a peaceful one that adheres to

the land-for-peace principle and
achieves international legitimacy.”

In Doha Foreign Ministry

spokesman Fawaz al-Auiyah con-

firmed that Qatar would host the

economic forum as planned, but

said it was premature to discuss

whether Israel would be invited.

There was, he added, ample time

for “positive developments" that

would put the peace talks back on
track.

Attiyah stressed Qatar's support

for Syria's demand that talks with

Israel must resume at the point

where they were suspended 15

months ago by the Labor-led gov-

ernment.

Attiyah said Qatar had frozen

the activities of the Israeli trade

office and all other links with

Israel. In Jeddah. Sharaa and
Khaddam delivered a message to

Saudi King Fahd from Assad
which a Syrian source said related

to “obstacles affecting the peace
process as a result of Netanyahu’s
intransigent policy, and ways of
vitalizing the process by contact-

ing some influential capitals, prin-

cipally Washington, to pressure

Tel Aviv and force it to resume the

negotiations."

Washington is expected to pro-

voke intense intra-Arab controver-

sy by insisting that the Doha con-

ference proceed as planned and
that Israel be invited to send a top-

level delegation to the event

Betar Jerusalem players score for youth program

Soccer players from the national champions, Betar Jerusalem, take a break yesterday on the grass of Jerusalem’s Teddy

Stadium with a group ofArab and Jewish youth taking part in a one-day happening of the Rosh Pina Mainstreaming Network.

The group integrates youngsters with developmental difficulties and their peers without disabilities for after-school activities.

(Karen Beiuian)

Former concentration camp
guard to be deported from US

Lag Ba’Omer to be
marked Saturday night

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A
retired baker who was a concen-

tration camp guard for the Nazis

will be deported for taking Jews
and others on a death march to

Auschwitz, US government pros-

ecutors announced on Monday.
The deportation order for

Nikolaus Schiffer. 7S. came
front Immigration Judge John
Gossert Jr., who said he tor-

mented prisoners at three con-

centration camps in Germany
and Poland.

“Schiffer personally testified to

his participation in a death march
from Hersbruck to Auschwitz on
which weakened prisoners were
shot or left to die when they

could not continue.” Gossert said

Monday.
Schiffer, who admitted to being

a guard but denied knowing of
the atrocities within the camps,
will be deported to Romania.
The telephone number at his

home in New Ringgold, 60 miles

northwest of Philadelphia, was
unlisted and he could not be
reached for comment.
Schiffer becomes the latest in a

series of former Nazi camp
guards to be ordered out of the

country.

Ferdinand Hammer, 75. a

retired foundry worker, was
ordered in April to be deponed to

Croatia for covering up his past

as a guard at five concentration

camps. He had lived in the US
since 1955.

Also last month, a federal

judge in Chicago revoked the US
citizenship of Bronislaw Hajda,

73. saying the retired machinist

lied when he denied participating

in a massacre of hundreds of
Jews at the Treblinka death

camp. The Justice Department is

seeking to have him deported.

Prosecutors said Schiffer

joined the Romanian army when
it was allied with Germany, and
later served in the Waffen SS.

Schiffer was an armed guard on
labor details in the

Sachsenhausen and Hersbruck

concentration camps in Germany
and the Majdanek camp and
Trawniki SS training camp in

Poland, the government charged.

He was stripped of his US citi-

zenship in 1993 and ordered to

leave the country by a federal

judge, clearing the way for

deportation proceedings.

Another Pennsylvania man.
Jonas Stelmokas. SO. of
Lansdowne. was stripped of his

US citizenship in 1995 after

prosecutors claimed he helped
Nazis massacre thousands of

Lithuanian Jews.

Stelmokas denied the charge

and has fought attempts to have

him deported.

By JUDY SIEGEL

Five days before Lag Ba'Omer,

the area around the tomb of Rabbi

Shimon Bar-Yohai is already full of

families who have put up tents and

are waiting for die festivities of

Saturday night and Sunday. The
people are believed to have come
early because the holiday begins

right after Shabbat and to get a good

place closer to the tomb.

According to Magen David

Adorn, some 200.000 celebrants are

expected on Ml Meron. near Safed,

on Lag Ba'Omer. MDA will provide

first aid services from Friday at 10

a.m. until Sunday nighL Four doc-

tors and 60 medics, paramedics, and

volunteers will be on duty at the site.

MDA urged parents to be present

at all bonfires and to ensure that chil-

dren are kept at a distance from the

fire. In case of bums, extinguish the

fire and move- the victim to a safe

distance. Pull his head gently back-

wards to expand his airways. Cool

the bum with water and cover it with

sterile gauze. Call MDA.
Lag Ba’Omer (the 33rd day of the

Omer, or 18 lyarl marks a respite in

the month-long period of mourning

during which no weddings are per-

formed or hair cut It marks the halt

of die plague killing of disciples of

Rabbi Akiva during their panicipa-

lion in Bar Kochba's revolt against

the Romans.
The Chief Rabbinate called on die

public not to violate Shabbat in

preparation for Lag Ba'Omer bon-

fires. The lighting of the central bon-

fire on the tomb at Meron has been

postponed to noon Sunday to pre-

vent Sabbath desecration, the rabbis

said.

British lottery

awards £279,155

to New Israel Fund

By DOUGLAS DAWS

LONDON - Three Middle East-

oriented groups are among the 1 30

British charities named yesterday to

share a £25 million windfall from

British lottery funds.

The largest award to a London-

based Middle East charily went to

the New Israel Fund, which was

awarded £279,155 for a project “to

provide Beduin children in the

Negev Desert with improved educa-

tional opportunities.*'

The Friends of the Spafford

Children's Center of Jerusalem was

awarded £97,500 to help Palestinian

children overcome behavioral and

learning difficulties. The Friends of

Bir Zeit University received a grant

of £21 1,407 "to improve the quality

of life for the most disadvantaged

groups within Palestinian -society.”

‘It’s brainwashing,’ says an opponent of the ‘teshuva’ movement
By DAN IZENBERG

Dan Mahler is one of the most
outspoken critics of the reshuva

movement and a leader of Ila, the

Association to Fight Haredi
Domination.

Mahler, 63, a plastic surgeon and
Ben-Gurion University professor,

has little in common with the Fenso
and Aviv families, who live in poor
neighborhoods in Tel Aviv. He
lives in a posh section of Ramat
Aviv and - if one can judge by his

professional credentials and the art

and library in his home - belongs

to the country's affluent elite.

Yet, like the Aviv and Fenso
families, he also has a son who left

the secular fold to become haredi.

Although Mahler does not like to

talk about it. he regards his son's

decision as his personal loss, a
loss which still rankles after 13

years. It presumably was a major

factor in his decision to become
active in Ila.

Mahler acknowledged that there

is a difference between the trans-

formation of his son, who was 20
at the time, and the teenage boys
of Rachel Fenso and Rina Aviv. It

is the targeting of children so

Last in a

five-part series

young that angers him so much.
“The process of hazara bershuva

has nothing to do with gaining

knowledge.” said Mahler, quoting

from an article written for Ha's

newsletter by Tel Aviv University

psychologist David Green. “What
is involved is a rapid change in

thinking without opportunity for

the gradual development of opin-

Our beloved

MONICA SINGER
has left us before her time.

The funeral will take place at Moshav Yanuv
on Thursday, May 22, 1 997 at 4:30 p.m.

Ya'kov (Yack,) Darryl, Merle, Fred, Mike,
Helain, Gidon and Granchlldren

Kibbutz Beit Rimon
extends sincere condolences to its member

Jack Wechsler and family

on the death of his mother

MYRA WECHSLER r
on Monday, May 19 (12 lyar).

Shiva in Hispin, Ramat Hagolan.

TH€ WeiZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

deeply mourns the passing of

Prof LEO YAFFE
of Canada

a long-standing friend of the Institute

and a member of its Board of Governors,

and extends Its sincere condolences to his family

ion. while denying the opportunity

to hear criticism or conflicting evi-

dence. Hazara bershuva is a dras-

tic and rapid change from one phi-

losophy to another, requiring a

total and sweeping change in all

customs and ways of life.

-The change demanded by the

proponent of hazara bershuva
involves accepting a package deal,

which includes assertions that

there is a God, that the truth hand-

ed down by this God is the one and
only truth, that there is no other

truth, and that anything outside this

package is a lie and an abomina-
tion. The lifestyle in this closed

system obliges changes in eating

habits, dress, language, attitudes to

work, the state and its laws, and
everyone outside the system.”

According to Mahler, for the

process to be successful, the hozer
bershuva must be isolated from all

the influences of his old life - fam-
ily, friends, society, and the state.

“The nuclear family is the

strongest foundation in the life of
every child. The preacher must
destroy this source of opposition
to clear the way for the victim to

be dragged to his intended goal,”

said Mahler.
“Converts are brainwashed into

giving up their former lives. This is

achieved by holding a series of lec-

tures, while putting off resL sleep,

and food. The preaching can take

several days. While the lecturers

alternate, the audience stays in

place. The lectures are interesting

and the preachers charismatic

Mahler compared the technique
used by reshuva organizations to

brainwashing methods first

revealed in the West after the
Korean War. He said scientific

studies have proven that highly
educated listeners can be persuad-
ed by charismatic speakers, even
when what they say is nonsense.

He also argued that the reshuva
movement has more of the cult-

defining characteristics listed a

decade ago by a Knesset panel

headed by MK MiriamTasa-Glaser
than any of the officially designat-

ed cults operating in Israel.

Ila wants to take rabbis who
have persuaded minors to leave

home to court on charges of vio-

lating the Custodian Law. Yosef
Paritzky, a Tel Aviv lawyer, has

volunteered his services. So far,

however, no family has taken up
that option.

One reason, Mahler says, is by
the time parents might consider

such action, it is too late. Parents

wake up late to the process their

children are undergoing, because

of the residual guilt they feel for

not being observant themselves,

and because the preachers do not

reveal their goal of making their

children haredi until much later on.

In contrast to Mahler, Yosef
Walis, director of Arachim, one of
the biggest of the reshuva move-
ments, flatly states that his organi-

zation’s goal is “ kiru\i, that is, to

bring people who feel far away
from observing Torah and mitzvot
closer to practicing mitzvot.
People want to know and hear.

They feel a vacuum. Then there is

a higher intent. We want them to

practice Judaism."
Walis. 50, is himself a hozer bet-

shuva. He said he had been a suc-
cessful engineer and businessman
and lived many years in the US.
Dressed in a dark suit and sport-

ing a white, cropped beard and
white hair, Walis is articulate and
worldly. He knows how to speak
to secular Jews in a way that will

not offend them. He is also totally

dedicated to bringing them into
the haredi fold.

“We believe that if the Jewish
people live according to the Torah,
as individuals and within the fam-
ily, we will have a much better-
functioning and healthier society,"

he said. “We believe this path was
set down by the Creator. The
Torah is a guide to fife on all lev-

els. It was given by the Creator to

the Chosen People."

An Arachim seminar 16 years

ago convinced Walis that “there is

a Creator of the Universe, that He
handed down the commandments
to the Jewish nation at Ml Sinai

and that those commandments are

binding on Jews for all times.

“These three principles are vital

to the Jewish people, but people

are so ignorant They learn noth-

ing in the slate secular education

system so they have no way of
judging whether or not the Torah
is true. Therefore, I decided to

become active. Almost every

hozer betshuva has a sense of mis-
sion. because there is so much
emptiness and ignorance. We must
spread the message."
Walis stressed the rational and

scientific aspects of the process of
persuasion used by his organiza-

tion. He focused on the seminars,

in which entire families, properly
’

screened to weed out eccentrics

and ensure a common intellectual

base, are put up in a hotel for four

or five consecutive days to hear

lectures on all aspects of Judaism.
“The seminars are intended pri-

marily for people on a high intel-

lectual level,” said Walis. “Usually,

after the seminar, the families want
to make a change, sometimes grad-

ual, other times drastic."

See TESHUVA, Page 8

The Jerusalem RubinAcademy of Music and Dance

1947-1997

Festive Concert
Inaugurating the Hephzibah Menuhin Piano Chair
Established through foe generosity of Mr. Paul Morawetz.

In order of appearance

Pnina Salzman Marina Gorzalcfaik

BracfaaEden Mariana Soritin

Alexander Tamir Ofra ItzhaJti

Irina Berkovich StanislavaVarshavsky

Michael Boguslavsky RoiAlom
Issar Slonim Irina Koder

Allan Sterafield Maria Spitkovsky

LioraZiv-Li Gregory Sdriftin

Vadim Monastirsta GenadiZagor

Zeharia Plavin Natalia Zacbarova

Tatiana Stepanova Jacob Moravin

Gabriella Tairoza Ella Osberov

Itzhak Katz ITil dasberg

The Israel Camentt, Jerusalem

Conductor, Avner Biron

Mozart

Weber
Lavignac

Lutoslawski

Schubert

Tchaikovsky

De Falla

Concerto forTwo Pianos and Orchestra
in E flat Major K365
Concerto for Three Pianos and String
Orchestra in D minor BWV 1063

"Invitation a La Vasle" forPiano - 6 Hands

"Galop - Marche" for Piano - 8 Hands
Variations on a Theme of Paganini
forTwo Pianos
''Marche Heroique" Op. 40 No. 2 and 3

for Two Pianos - 8 Hands
Grand Galop "Chromatique" for
Four Pianos - 16 Hands

"Waltz of the Flowers" for Five Pianos -

10 Hands

"Fire Dance" for Five Pianos - 20 Hands

Ln A memorial gathering for

Prof. Kalman Yakov Mann n
and a tribute to his contribution to Israel's health services

will be held at his home,
18 Rehov Eliezer Halevy, Wryat Moshe, Jerusalem,

on Thursday, May 22, 1 997.
3:00 p.m. Dr. Gideon Mann, moderator

Prof. Shmuel Nissan
330 p.m. Prof. Menashe Harel
4:00 p.m. Prof. Jonathan Mann
4:30 p.m. Uri Lupolianski - The Special Contribution of

Professor Mann and His Influence on Community
Healthcare

1 :30 p.m. Gathering at the graveside, Sanhedria1:30 p.m.
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Murder trial begins Zaire victors aCCUSed
i'n Cyprus

in Saudi Arabia of exterminating refugees ^
KHOBAR, Saudi Arabia CAP) -

Saudi prosecutors opened their
case ytsterday against two British

nurses charged with the murder of
an Australian co-worker, court
sources said.

The prosecutors presented new
evidence, the sources said, speak-
ing on customary condition of
anonymity. They would not, how-
ever, give any details on the evi-
dence.

The British nurses, Deborah
Parry and Lucille McLauchlan,
were brought to Khobar Supreme
Court ,in a prison van with iron
shackles on their ankles. They
were accompanied by a female
prison warden.
The women were dressed in

black cloaks and looked drawn
and strained as they arrived at the
firsf floor courtroom escorted by
half a dozen policemen.
Their British and Saudi lawyers,

accompanied by two translators,

waited on benches outside the
courtroom for the women to
arrive. Parry and McLauchlan
shuffled the 50 meters to the room
with difficulty, their heavy iron

chains banging against the cement
floor with each step.

Police prevented reporters and
photographers from entering the

courtroom, and lawyers refused to

answer questions.

The hearing lasted over two
hours.

The trial opened Monday. In that

session, lawyers representing the

family of victim Yvonne Gilford

demanded the death penalty for

Parry, 41 , and McLauchlan, 3 1 . If

convicted, the women could be
beheaded.

At the opening session before
the three-judge tribunal, the mur-
der charges were read out. in

Arabic and translated into English.

The nurses, in clear, firm tones,
pleaded innocent in English,
according to sources who
observed the proceedings.

In a statement, the women's
lawyers urged the Gilford family
"not to take advantage of an
Islamic religious tradition to 1

which they do not belong.” Under
Islamic taw. which is enforced in

Saudi Arabia, the victim's fam.ly
has the right to demand the death
penalty or accept blood money
Gilford's body was found Dec.

11 in her room at the King Fihd
Military Medical Complex in the

eastern Saudi city of Dhah-an.
where the three worked. Khobir is

adjacent to Dhahran.
Saudi authorities said Gilford

was stabbed four times, beaten

and suffocated.

Local newspaper reports said

McLauchlan and Parry' ver

e

arrested after using Gilford's cred-

it cards to withdraw money from
her bank account. The nurses*

lawyers deny the women tied

Gilford’s cards.
[

Saudi authorities said the hvo
women confessed to the mtider.

but their lawyers said they da so
only because they were told they

would not face prosecution if they

confessed. They later recinted,

their lawyers said.

The court's next meetng is

Sunday.

Woman pilot’s court-martial

for adultery put on hold

MINOT. North Dakota (AP) -
Court-martial proceedings were
delayed yesterday for the first US
woman B-52 bomber pilot as court

officials awaited the Pentagon's

permission to go ahead.

The pilot, Tst LL Kelly Flinn.

faces trial on charges of adultery

and disobedience.

“We're in a holding mode,” Air

Force spokesman Maj. Joe

LaMarca said. He said Pentagon

approval was needed because of

Flinn’s request that she be allowed

to resign with an honorable dis-

charge instead of face trial on
charges of adultery, lying and dis-

obedience. He called it “standard

procedure” when such a request is

pending.

Air Fbrce officials in Minot asked

the Pentagon for the go-ahead and

1st LL Kelly Flinn . .
iap>

did not know when thy wpuld get

a response, LaMarca sid.

Earlier yesterday, flinn entered

the base courthouse irfull blue mil-

itary garb, remainiig stem and

quiet in die prcsenceof reporters.

News agencies

PARIS - A French-based aid

group yesterday accused Zaire’s

victorious rebels of an “extermina-
tion strategy” against Hutu
refugees, of whom it said 190,000
were unaccounted for.

Doctors Without Borders said

Laurent Kabila and his rebel army
/aimed at "the elimination of all

'remaining Rwandan refugees.

,
including women and children” by
blocking humanitarian groups
from aiding them.
The rebels’ “extermination strat-

egy has also taken the form of
killing refugees, including women
and children,” said the 10-page
report dated May 16 and made
public yesterday.

There was no immediate
response from the Kabila govern-
ment, which seized power this

week.

Of 1.2 million Rwandan and
Burundi refugees living in Zairian

camps before Kabila’s rebels began
their offensive, 900,000 returned to

their home countries, the report

said, quoting UN figures.

In Kinshasa, tens of thousands of
residents besieged the airport road
yesterday hoping to catch a first

glimpse of the new self-pro-

claimed president

“He is coming in the hours to

come...today,” Kabila’s deputy
information “minister” Louis
Hamuli told reporters, apparently

ending a day of confusion over
when the country's new leader

would arrive in his capital.

Hamuli made no mention of
Kabila’s expected announcement
of a new government yesterday,

but another aide said that was still

die intention.

Planning and development
adviser Babi Mbai, who has been

consulting politicians and business

leaders in Kinshasa, was asked if

Kabila would name his transitional

team as promised. He told

reporters; “The deadline expires

today.” State radio, renamed Voice

of Congo, said members of
Kabila’s alliance were “in consul-

tation with political personalities

notably Etienne Tfchisekedi", the

most prominent opposition leader

under the toppled regime of presi-

dent Mobutu Sese Seko.

One newspaper, Le Potentiel.

iredicted that Kabila would make
shisekedi his prime minister for

the transition to a new constitution

and, ultimately, full-scale elec-

tions.

Kabila declared himself presi-

dent of the renamed Democratic

Republic of Congo on Saturday as

his forces entered Kinshasa a day

after Mobutu relinquished power

G

Supporters of rebel leader Laurent KabOa await his return to Kinshasa. (Remnt

and fled..

But he has so far remained in the

second city of Lubumbashi, far to

the east, and while a DC-9 plane

canying his aides and top officials

left there for Kinshasa earlier in

the day, there was no sign of

Kabila himself.

Zambian President Frederick

Chiluba's plane landed at the air-

port in Lubumbashi earlier, appar-

ently to fly out Kabila, and rebel

alliance troops secured the area.

But after the DC-9 left for

Kinshasa, troops withdrew from
around Chiluba's aircraft aboard

two trucks, giving the impression

that no takeoff was imminenL
“We do not discuss the presi-

dent's movements,” said a senior

rebel official.

Crowds started surging towards

Kinshasa airport on the eastern

outskirts of the city of five million

p?ople following rumors that

Kabila was due to arrive from

Lubumbashi.

Kabila’s alliance soldiers, who
captured Kinshasa at the weekend
after a seven-month guerrilla

advance from the eastern border

with Rwanda, kept the excited

crowds from getting too close to

the airport, which is closed to com-
mercial traffic but believed to be in

operating condition.

The ailing Mobutu prolonged his

stay in pie West African state of

Togo on health grounds yesterday

after his flight into exile left him
“very, very weak,” a government
-source- said.

Mobutu, stricken with cancer,

arrived in the Togolese capital on
Sunday night on a Russian-made
cargo plane from his jungle palace

Gbadoiite in the extreme north of
his country.

An unconfirmed report on Togo
television said Mobutu had to

leave Gbadoiite in a huny and that

rebels fired on the plane as it took

him on the first leg of his flight

into exile.

Alliance finance adviser

Mawampanga Mwana Nanga told

reporters it would stick "to its

promise to hold elections within

one year, but that Mobutu's sup-

porters would be excluded from a
transitional government.

Asked by reporters if and when
there would be elections.

Mawampanga said;

“Definitely...The president

(Kabila) has said within 12

months.” The United States and
South Africa have led appeals to

the alliance to form a broad-based

government in the wake of their

victory including members of the

civilian opposition to Mobutu.
Individual politicians, but not

political parties, would be repre-

sented in the transitional govern-

ment and Mobutu supporters
would not be involved.

Mawampanga said.

Russian satellite launcher explodes
MOSCOW (AP) -A booster rocket carrying

a Russian military satellite exploded less than a

minute after launch yesterday, dealing another

blow to Russia’s beleaguered space program

and casting doubt over deals to launch com-
mercial satellites.

The 460-ton Zenit-2 booster crashed on the

steppe in a powerful blast as its first-stage

engine failed 4$ seconds after it was launched

from Kazakstan's Baikonur cosmodrome at

11:07 a.m. said Russia’s military space force

spokesman Ivan Safronov.

There were no casualties, as local resident-

were evacuated from nearby villages as a regi-

lar precaution. Russia has an agreement wjn

Kazakstan to use Baikonur, the former SovJt

Union's main cosmodrome, for some of <ts

spac launches.

Helicopters spotted fragments of the two-

sia>e, 57-meter long booster and the Kosmos
seies military satellite some 13 km from the

lanch pad.

A commission has begun an investigation

mo the reasons for the failure, the spokesman

said. Officials put the damage at 100 billion

rubles ($17.2 million).

The failed launch came as workers in

Baikonur were making final preparations for

the launch of an American communications

satellite scheduled for Saturday.

The Telstar 5 satellite, built by the US Space

Systems Loral company and intended for tele-

vision broadcasts, is to put into orbit by a

Proion-K booster.

Deprived of the ample funding and pres-

tige it enjoyed during the Soviet era,

Russia’s ailing space industry has pinned its

hopes for survival on commercial satellite

launches as well as other international pro-

grams.
A string of recent accidents on board the Mir

orbiting station — including a small fire, a

coolant leak and a failure of the main oxygen-

generating system — have added to Russia's

woes.

Yesterday’s accident was the Zenit-2's 28th

launch and seventh failure since 1985. It came
as a blow not only to Russia, but also to the

neighboring former Soviet republic of Ukraine,
which provides some 40 percent of compo-
nents for the missile.

British virgins celebrated
LONDON (AP) — A group of

Catholic women held a special

Catholic mass to ce.lebrate their

consecration as- virgins in the

church — a practice that

returned to Britain in the 1970s
after centuries of disuse, a
church spokesman said yester-

day.

The women celebrated their

virginity vows, which include

pledges to devote their lives to

prayer and good works, at a spe-

cial mass at the Cathedral
Church of St. Mary and Sl
Boniface in Plymouth.
News reports said there were

100 virgins, aged between 21

and 65. at the ceremony. They
are not nuns, but lay women who
had previously taken vows of
celibacy.

“It's an old tradition in the

Catholic church, where people
consecrate themselves to a life of
virginity,” said the Rev. Kieran
Conry, a church spokesman.

“I don’t know how many there

are in this country or around the

world, but it is back,” Conry
said.

Elizabeth Bailey, who in 1972

became the first consecrated vir-

gin in Britain in modem times,

was die organizer of the special

mass.

Hews agencies

NICOSIA - The tr.idition.il calm

of C\ prus w as shattered bv j night

ol" rioting by Greek C\ priors

angered at a UN-sponsored con-

cert that was intended to promote

reconciliation on this divided

island.

The Cyprus governmen t Iasi

night strongly condemned the riot-

ing in the capital.

The violence, among the wor>i

to hit the usually quiet city in

recent years, injured 54 in nearly

three hours of clashes between
youths and riot police.

“There was a sad discord by
irresponsible troublemakers who
committed unacceptable acts,

including assaults and vandalism*

aimed at obstructing citizens of

the republic in exercising their

constitutional right to gather

peacefully and declare their desire

for the peaceful co-existence of

Greek and Turkish Cypriots,” said

spokesman Manolis Christo tides.

Fifty-four people were arrested

and were to appear in court later

today, police said. “Their aim was
to break through the roadblocks

and to terrorise people. When that

failed they resorted to all this

hooliganism,” said police

spokesman Glafcos Xenos.

Town workers worked all night

to clean up the streets strewn with

smashed window glass, smoulder-

ing plastic dumpsters, bricks and
stones. The area looked almost

normal yesterday, apart from a

few smashed shop windows.
The protesters initially tried to

storm Monday night's concert in

the UN-patrolled zone that splits

the capital into Greek Cypriot and
Turkish Cypriot sectors.

Helmeted riot police manning
barbed-wire barricades around the

concert site used clubs and tear

gas to push back the demonstra-

tors. They retreated, then smashed
the windows of stores and lit bon-

fires in the streets.

Police spokesman Glafcos

Xenos said shops on six streets

sustained damage. He said that

seven police vehicles and two
motorcycles also were damaged.
There was no immediate" esti-

mate of the cost of the damages.
The concert, organized jointly

by the United States and the

United Nations, was the first event

to bring together young people
from both The North and South
since the island's unofficial parti-

tion in 1974.

The 4,000 Greek Cypriot and
Turkish Cypriot teen-agers esti-

mated by the United Nations in the

audience seemed to ignore the

protests, many of them singing
and dancing together in rare

scenes of harmonv.
The UN' Resident

Representative Gustave Feissel

hailed the concert as a success
despite the rioting.

"The young people sent the right

message across the island, which
hopefully will be received by the
others." said Feissel.

There had been opposition to

the concert on both sides of the
island. Some had to do with the
date of its staging.

Monday marked the annual
“Day of Mourning and
Remembrance" observed" in both
Greece and Cyprus for 350.000
Greeks from the Black Sea region
killed by Turkish troops in a series

of pogroms at the end of World
Warn.

Afghan Taleban
stalk Shi’ite city

Islamic forces within

five kilometers of Bamiyan
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t a loose anli-

formed after the

/Islamic movement captured die
‘ Afghan capital Kabul in

September.

- The alliance took a body blow

on Monday when General Abdul

f Malik, a key commander in the

forces of northern General Abdul

Rashid Dostum, launched a pro-

’ Taleban uprising in the north.

“(General Abdul Rashid)

Dostum will soon drown in the

people's anger, because the people

are mujahideen (stragglers) who

have given sacrifices and want an

IsIamTc government,” said

Taleban Information Minister

Amir Khan Mutaqi.

The Taleban already control

Kabul and most of the country.

Maulvi Wakil Ahmad, a Thleban

official based in the southern city

of Kandahar, said anti-Dostum

forces had seized Konduz and Sar-

i-Pul. capitals of Kunduz and

Jowzjan provinces yesterday.

But Mutaqi told a news confer-

ence in Kabul later yesterday that

*e Taleban had captured all of

rwo provinces in the north.

“Faryab and Sar-i-Pul have been

totally captured and Islamic flags

are flying over them." Mutaqi

said.
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R.UTE, CELLO & PIANO TRIO

top2«
Concertat 21:00

Wine wkfCtieeae at2030

Jeane Schaffer - flute,

Sasha SineJnifccnr - ceio,

'

Flora. Margalit - piano.

Performing: Loefllet.Vvfeber; Haydn, and Bolling

Next concert May 31

Viofin,Gelo& Plana

Albert Gentman- violin.

.

IgorShichih-ceMa
’

Bella Kresri - prana

Performing Beethcwen and Rachmaninov. .

Tlcfceta NB45M0 - Group rates svatebto

Museum& Oft Shop open until 22_-45

25 Granot Sh Jangatern.'fob0W61W66
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Diplomatic moves

The chair-shuffling exercise likely to be

triggered by the reassignment of

Ambassador to the United States Eliahu

Ben-EIissar is a welcome and overdue sign of

readjustment within the Netanyahu govern-

ment. It should be the beginning, rather than the

end. of a wider house-cleaning as the govern-

ment approaches the end of its first year in

office.

In this initial round of changes. Ben-EIissar

will reportedly return to some senior post in

Israel, and foreign policy adviser Dore Gold, or

perhaps former ambassador Zalman Shoval will

replace him in Washington. Communications

adviser David Bar-Illan will become Israel’s

ambassador to the United Nations, while former

Mossad research chief Lizi Arad is slated to

replace Gold as Netanyahu's chief foreign poli-

cy adviser.

All of these changes make sense, but most

important is the change that allows all of this to

happen - the removal of Ben-EIissar. Though

Ben-El issar had already served as Israel's first

ambassador to EgypL there were doubts from

the beginning whether he was the right man for

Washington.

Ben-EIissar is a politician at heart, and while

some politicians make good diplomats, he has

proved not to be such an exception. It is the job

of a diplomat to soften edges, bridge differ-

ences. soothe egos, and press the flesh. While

any diplomat must remember whom they are

representing and not succumb to "clientitus."

neither is the siege mentality of a right-wing

ideologue appropriate for Washington. It is a bit

late in the game, for example, for Ben-EIissar to

have avoided meeting Arafat in Washington.

Diplomacy is a high art in Washington, demand-
ing convictions and a strong center, but also

subtlety and access to the principals back home.
Ben-EIissar. as a compromise choice between

Netanyahu and Foreign Minister David Levy,

did not begin his tenure with Netanyahu’s trust

nor did he build trust over time. For months
now. Netanyahu has reportedly felt that “we
have no ambassador in Washington." Israel

needs an ambassador who understands

Washington and Americans, has the confidence

of the prime minister, and can work with the

foreign minister.

Given Ben-Elissar’s failings, Levy should not

be allowed to veto the removal of “his man" in

Washington. Normally, the foreign minister

should have a strong say in the appointment of

ambassadors. But Levy has abused that right by
insisting on a string of awful diplomatic

appointments. Uri Oren, a long-time Levy asso-

ciate. was appointed ambassador to South

Africa, despite scathing criticism of his poor
performance as’ consul-general in Los Angeles.

And Levy demanded that Shmuel Si so be

appointed consul-general in New York, despite

his inability to even speak English.

Ambassadorial appointments are known
world over to be susceptible to cronyism, and

sometimes as a dumping ground for politicians

who must simultaneously be rewarded and

exiled. In the US, the Bush administration got in

trouble for naming some ambassadors whose
only qualification seemed to be that they had
given over $1 00.000 to the Republican party.

Israel is not. however, on such diplomatically

secure ground, even in the best of times, that it

can afford to play politics with the most impor-

tant posts around the world. It is a scandal, for

example, that for almost year Israel has had no
permanent ambassador at the United Nations,

because Netanyahu and Levy until now have

failed to agree on a nomination.

The package of appointments now under dis-

cussion reflects the son of seriousness that

should have been in evidence from the begin-

ning of the Netanyahu government, but it is bet-

ter late than never. If, however, die prime min-
ister cannot get his way even on these postings,

it is hard to see how he will tackle the cabinet

shuffle that remains poised in the air since

Ya’acov Ne’eman’s acquittal. Geaning house

alone may not be sufficient to put the govern-

ment on a smoother track, but it is certainly nec-

essary. and will be a good sign that Netanyahu

can leam from past mistakes.

The French way

F
rance has entered its last week of cam-
paigning before voters go to the polls on
Sunday, but anyone expecting the recent

British political revolution to cross the Channel
will be disappointed. If"fresh" is an appropriate

word to describe the new British parliament in

France "fudge" probably will still do.

At the end of the 1990s. France is acquiring

a faded patina of the 1890s like an old dowa-
ger lost in her memories of past glamor. In a

world gone fanatical on free marketry and high
technology as a kind ofeconomic religion, it is

difficult not to look at France with a certain

wistful admiration - while being perfectly

aware that its old wavs really don’t work any
more.

France is having trouble coming to grips with

the dawn of a new century because it is so reluc-

tant to part with the comforts of the old one. The
resistance is compounded by the fact that its

leaders insist on seeing the lean and shiny new
economic policies as suspiciously “Anglo-
Saxon" - that cultural buzzword that makes
every patriotic Frenchman shudder. Thus we
saw such odd anomalies as the fact that France
was the first European country to be “wired" to

its excellent Minitel computer network a decade
before anyone else came up with a similar idea

and yet it is among the last to embrace and
exploit the global Internet. The suspicion

remains that Minitel was a success because it

was perceived culturally as quintessentially

French, while the Internet - honor of horrors -

is another dread Anglo-Saxon conspiracy.

Til is observation is meant to be somewhat
whimsical - but it does illustrate the image of
total confusion that has marked the current elec-

tion campaign. While seeking some sense of
France’s identity in the new world, its politi-

cians seem bent on carving their place in it with

blunt and ancient tools. Although center-right

Prime Minister Alain Juppe is preaching tax

cuts, more privatization, smaller government,

and strict adherence to the measures needed for

a single European currency, the leftist opposi-

tion leader. Lionel Jospin, remains a believer in

the state and wants to create another 350,000
public sector jobs. He is against privatization,

for the welfare state and workers’ rights, and for

a 35-hour work week with no pay cuts. Jospin

certainly will not be mistaken for the Bill

Clinton or Tony Blair of the French left

Ofcourse, even if he wins the election, France
will hardly expect any lurch to the left as the

country will return to another absurdly Gallic

institution, cohabitation . where Jospin would
share unequal power with the rightist President

Jacques Chirac. As the (appropriately) French
proverb says - the more things change, the more
likely they are to slay the same.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE ISRAEL POLICE ENGLISH TV NEWS A CHINESE CONNECTION

Sir. - it would be incredible if

we hadn't heard it with our own
ears: Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and his stooges accuse

die police of “trying to overthrow

the legally elected government"
by underhand means!
Who controls the police? Since

last May. not the Labor opposi-

tion. but Netanyahu's own govern-

ment. If there are corrupt "ele-

ments.'’ motivated by political

prejudice, within his own police,

why didn't Netanyahu root them
out" during the past 10 months?
Who asked the "conupl” police

to investigate the allegations? None
other than Binyamin Netanyahu

himself!

MISHA LOUV1SH
Jerusalem.

Sir. - Does the Israel

Broadcasting Authority really

intend to cut out the English TV
news? I cannot think of a more
inappropriate cut than this. The
English news counteracts the
slanted and false news on the

BBC, CNN and Sky. so why give
them a free field to spread their

insidious propaganda? 1 think it is

worth every agora spent on the

right of the’non-Hebrew-speaking
world to know what is really hap-
pening. They should cut out part

of some talk-show instead.

EVA ME1SLER
Jerusalem.

RIGHT-WING EXTREMISM
Sir. - The advertisement,

"Dennis, go home!" (May 8) is in

the worst of bad taste and should

never have been accepted. While
freedom of speech is sacrosanct,

as is an editor's right to publish

what he finds acceptable, there

must surely be a level where
invective of the type used in (he ad
ought not to be printed.

KENNETHBERG
Nctanva.

WONDERFUL NEWS
Sir, - Just as in every other

place, newspaper headlines seem
inevitably to discourage the read-

er and convince him'her that

everything is bad and gening
worse. For that reason, it was
wonderful to read of the Supreme
Court decision concerning the

granting of the Israel Prize for

Journalism to Mr- Schnitzer in the

light of his sordid attack on his

fellow Jews for reasons that are

best dismissed with disgusL

DR. AD. SOLOMON

Sir, - Ten years ago. when I was
in China. I read a report in English

on president Chaim Herzog' and -

was deeply affected by his glori-

ous achievements. So thar more
people in China should know him,
I wrote a long article on him in

Chinese in 1992 in an important
magazine in China. President
Herzog received me in Beijing on
December 1992, when he visited

China.

Five years ago. my father visited

Israel. President Herzog received

him in his office in Jerusalem, and
gave him and me his book. Heroes

of Israel, which with the help of
my father. I translated into

Chinese, and published last year in

China. After studying in a yeshiva

for over a year in Jerusalem, I am
now studying for a master's

degree here.

I wrote to him in September last

year, and he replied, inviting me to

dinner.

I am overcome with regret at his

death.

President Herzog will live for-

ever in our hearts; his coura-

geous spirit will always inspire

us.

FAN SHILEI

Omer. Psagot
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Coexistence rejected

Lost amid the furor over the

government's decision to

build at Har Homa is the

more significant question of why
most Palestinians reject the idea

of permanent Jewish settlement in

the occupied territories.

A recent sample of 1.152

Palestinians surveyed by the

Jerusalem Media and
Communicadon Center revealed

that only 24 percent believed

Jewish settlers should be permit-

ted to remain under Palestinian

sovereignty in a future Palestinian

state.

From this figure two disturbing

questions arise: Why the over-
whelming rejection of Jews in the

territories, and what does this

rejection mean?
Palestinian opposition to the set-

tlements seems to be centered

around three general assumptions,

each of which overestimates the

threat posed by the Jewish settle-

ments to the security, sovereignty

and dignity of a future Palestinian

state.

These assumptions, rarely ana-

lyzed in the media, need closer

evaluation in order to better

understand Palestinians’ rejec-

tions of the settlers.

Assumption 1: The settlers rep-

resent a demographic threat to the

Arab character of a future

Palestine.

This anrumem has little factual

merit, as only 1
1
percent of people

residing in the West Bank are
Jews. When the Gaza Strip is

included the figure drops to 7 per-

cent
Even if Jewish settlement

continues at the same pace over
the next four years as over the

last four, the Jewish population
will still only make up around
10-12 percent of the total popu-
lation in the territories by the

year 2001, taking birthrates into

account.

Furthermore, this percentage
could decrease significantly if the

already-existing settlements just

east of the Green Line are annexed
to Israel under a final status

arrangement.

These demographics suggest
that when a Palestinian state

comes into being, Arabs, and not
Jews, will permanently control the

levers of power, and with it the

distribution of economic and nat-

ural resources. Even with Jewish
settlements dotting the land, the

future Palestinian state will be

STEPHEN RUKEN
\V

the

fundamentally and overwhelm-
ingly Arab.
Assumption 2: Jewish settlers

represent a security threat to the

future Palestinian state.

The settlers the Palestinians fear

most are those in the strongest

opposition to the creation of such a

state. It seems reasonable to

assume, however, that the majority

of those strongly opposed — with

sion

hile the Palestinians may view

enters as usurpers of natural

resources, and settlement expan-
tlas unfairly intrusive, a more

posi ve approach for both groups

wou 1 be to recognize the settle-

men > as potential assets in a
futur Palestine.

Th settlers' relatively high lev-

els o education and wealth, com-
bine with their extensive con-

tacts with businesses in Israel,

leave; them poised to make sig-

nificant contributions to the

growp of the Palestinian econo-
my.

Why the Palestinian

objection to Jews
in the territories,

and what does
it mean?

WH/

the possible exception of the

"messianically-inclined”— would
leave Palestine once it came into

existence, and return to Israel.

The settlers who choose to stay

across the Green Line might not

fully support the new Palestinian

state, but they would probably be

willing to live peaceably in it, or
at least give it a try.

Of course, the trickiest issue for

both the Palestinian and Israeli

governments is to ensure the

physical security of both the Arab
and Jewish communities in

Palestine.

If the Palestinian government
were to choose to disarm the set-

tlers, it could expect a significant

increase in Israeli and internation-

al pressure to protect its minority

Jewish population — in other
words, to behave as any reason-

able government musL
Assumption 3: The settlements

are a cultural affront to Palestinian

dignity.

Driving through the West Bank,
one can better understand how the

Palestinians came to view Jewish
settlements (especially those on
hilltops) as a symbol of Israeli

oppression and arrogance.

But it is necessary to look
beyond symbolism and be practi-

cal. Aside from isolated incidents

of settler extremism, are the settle-

ments themselves causing the

Palestinians significant harm? Do
the West Bank and Gaza
economies suffer from their exis-

tence?

The writer is a rese&ch assistant
at the Jaffee CenterV Strategic
Studies at Tel Aviv Urwersity, and
a doctoral candidate Vi political
science at the Unfyrsity of
California.

My mother can’t remember
For decades, my mother was a

staunch disciple of the cele-

brated nutritionists Gayelord
Hauser and Adelle Davis. My
brother, sister and I ate what other
kids ate, but enhanced.

My mother stirred brewers’
yeast into our fruit juice, black-
strap molasses into our milk. She
put soy flour in the biscuits and
kelp in the soup.

Once, after buying a vegetable
juicer, the family drank so much
carrot juice that our palms turned

orange.

My mother had a stratagem to

get us started on new foods. If she
wanted us to try wheat germ,
she’d sprinkle a little on our oat-

meal. Each week she'd add more.
Soon we were devouring bowls of
the stuff.

Now, time has played a similar

trick on her - but with a cruel

reversal. Bit by bit, Alzheimer’s

disease has erased the nutritional

knowledge from the table of my
mother's memory.
Since -my father, along with

many other tasks, has had 'to take

over the shopping and meal
preparation. I’m worried that he
and my mother are no longer ear-

ing wisely.

1 call my brother, who still

lives near our parents in

Olympia, Washington. "Mom
and Dad are fine," he assures me.
“1 had a great supper with them
last week." “What did you
have?" I ask. “Brownies,” he
says.

When I fly home for a visit, I

find the yogun maker and canis-

ters of whole grain flour gather-

ing dust. The freezer is full of piz-

zas.

JENIJOY LA BELLE

Offering to fix dinner, I head for

the supermarket. When I return in

the afternoon, my parents are sit-

ting by the fire chatting and eat-

ing chocolate pudding.
“Why are you eating that.” I

scold, “when you know I’m plan-
ning a nourishing dinner?” "It

tastes good," my mother says.

She has
Alzheimer’s. But so
what - she’s In

love, and happy

“And it goes well with wine."
adds my father, pointing to two
empty glasses.

NEXT morning, my boyfriend
takes us out for'breakfast.

My mother is bewildered by the

menu.
"What’s a blintz?” she asks.

“What’s a waffle? What’s a
French toast?"

“Oh, Mama," I say impatiently,

“you know all about French toasL
You’ve made it 1.000 times.” But
I speak more in sorrow than in

anger.

My mother finally orders an
omelet "I'm not sure what it is,”

she confides to me, “but I think I

used to teach it."

I can't always follow the leaps
of her mind, but this time I do,
and it cuts to the heart. My moth-
er was an English teacher. Now
“Hamlet" and “omelet” are

scrambled together into meLing-
less sounds. V

When her order arrived my
mother drizzles honey over iishe
strews blue and pink packer of
sweetener on top. She giveathe
mess a good stir with her sp*n.
(hen pushes it away. She tfey
have Alzheimer’s, but she’s tot
crazy. T
She leans close to my fathfr,

and begins eating his pancakel
Suddenly she notices the littll

glass of maple syrup. “Is thai
whiskey?" she asks in astonish-}
menL <

For a giddy instant I hope it is.

I’d gulp it down in one swig, call
for the rest of the bottle' and
we'd all get looped enough to
forget that my mother can't
remember.
But the fantasy passes. And

soon we're laughing because she
has so startlingly recalled the
name of something she's never
had a drop of in her life.

I realize that my mother won’t
be growing her own bean sprouts
or baking her famous liver loaf
again, but all is not lost. She's
given her recipes to my sister,

who probably at this moment is

sprinkling wheat germ on her
kids’ cereal.

My parents have already lived
longer than Adelle Davis -by a
dozen years. Let them eat cake.
Let them eat brownies. They're in
their ’80s, in love and happy.
Maybe the next time I’m home,

they’ll share with me their late
afternoon fire, wine and just
desserts.

(Los Angeles Times)

Bribe

& drive

JOEL GORDIN

then, does Palestinian
rejectin of the settlements mean?
If onenccepts the notion that the

princine of national self-determi-

nation uiould apply to residents of
the terntones, then it is logical to

sympathize with Palestinian oppo-
sition b any current or future

increaseof settlement activity, on
the grolnds that such decisions

would be more appropriately

made bf the Palestinians them-
selves rther than by the Israeli

govemn nt.
~ Howei r. the message that the

vast maj rity of Palestinians con-
vey in i jeering existing Jewish
settlemei s is that the two groups
cannot ad should not coexist
together — at least not in

Palestine

The diturbing implication is

that the urure Palestinian state

will not bossess a fundamental
characteritic of any mature, sta-

ble state: Uie full acceptance of
minorities\ving within its bound-
aries.

Rather thn emphasizing the

extent to ihich Jewish settle-

ments threaln the peace process.
Palestinian tites should be reas-

suring Jews id Palestinians alike

that rite settles must receive full

minority right

This would ikpresent an impor-
tant early step iylowering the psy-
chological batters that exist
between Jewii settlers and
Arabs, and reasire both groups
that the future Pa?stine will be a
secure and fair pfipe in which to
live.

T
his week 15 ilrivingjexam-

iners and - at the t ine of

writing - four driving

school owners were arresjed for

offering and accepting bribes.

The arrests came as no surprise to

many who have had dealiiis with

the licensing authorities the

\ears: ejebrows were niisrd only

at the number of people involved,

and at the amount of moijey that

alleeedlv changed hands.
\

For years it' has been evident

that something is rotten -in the

way Israelis get their <jriving

licenses. i

Motoring writers, includipg this

one. have complained endlessly

that the compulsory- courseof dri-

ving lessons is unnecessary and

too expensive, and that (he tests

are ridiculously pedantic and out

of touch with modem rtwtoring

reality.

Israel must be the only country

in the Western world where
would-be drivers are forced to

take a course of lessons at a dri-

ving school. In the US, the UK
and Western Europe, anyone can
be taught io drive by their parents

or any other licensed driver. The
schools are an option only for

those who want them.

In Israel, driving students must
take a minimum of 28 lessons at

NIS 75 per lesson for a standard

shift automobile, more for an
automatic automobile, a "B“ class

van. or a heavy truck. That makes
the cost of learning to drive a
minimum of NIS 2.000 - before

the first test.

When they get to the test, stu-

dents are often failed for the most
paltry reasons: They didn't keep
the shift in first gear while wait-

ing at a red light, or took a hand
off the steering wheel to rub their

noses.

Most examiners fait students

who cannot reverse-park into a
space on the first attempt. How
many veteran drivers can do it?

Some years ago ago. a local Tel

It has long been
evident that

something is rotten

in the way Israelis

get their licenses

Aviv newspaper got the visiting

world women's rally champion,
Italy’s Claudia Giovanni, to take

an Israeli driving test anonymous-
ly. She failed.

THERE seems to be no logic to

the system. In many cases, the

examiner - who himself needs no
special qualifications other than

12 years of schooling and a valid

driving license - simply notes
that a failed pupil “lacked con-
trol." or "took turns too wide."
There is no appeal.
Many rational, intelligent peo-

ple who passed their tests the sec-

ond, third or fourth time told me
they “drove no differently" that

rime from when they failed.

Examiners have absolute power,
which, as we know, corrupts
absolutely.

Over the years there have been
stories of examiners discriminat-
ing against middle-aged women
and favouring pretty young ones.
The word "bribery” has bounced
backwards and forwards, but was
proved in only a few cases (some
three years ago at rhe Rehovot
Licensing Department, for exam-
ple.)

Today thousands of citizens
must be wondering if the reason
they failed their tests was because
they didn’t leave a little some-
thing in an envelope in the glove
compartment.
The Transport Ministry

explains the pricey lessons and
over-harsh resting as being "in the
interests of road safety.” If so.
why is the road accident rate here
far higher per capita than in the
US, the UK or Western Europe?
Accidents usually don’t occur

tecause drivers don’t know how
ti*drive. They are almost always
caised by lack of consideration,

recklessness, lawlessness and
imrarience.

Vhen bad driving is to blante. it
is bicause the driver didn't know
howto brake in an emergency or
take t^asive action (these, by theW
ty

’ ““S*” b>' driving
schoolabecause they are not in“e 's not because the dri-
ver faileato leave the gear in first
at a reft light, or bungled a
reverse-pftk at first attempt.

3.
lesions and severe

(and often Abtusei examiners lead
ircmy woui^be drivers to despair
of ever getitig a license by fair
legal mearn. *

:

J

Factor in (he grted of many dri-
ving schools an4 the absolute
power of underpaid examiners,
and you have the perfect recipe
for corruption - aid this terrifV-
jng scenario: Driv*re who barely

8“ Ptfal from the

to km
bC,nS 3b 6 K buy a ,icense
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The writer contribues a motoring
column roThe Jeruaiem Post. . .
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A glamorous
15th Knesset?

By GREER FAY CASHMAH

I
f all the celebrities who have
announced their intention to run
for the Knesset follow through

,wand are elected, the 15th Knesset
ptomiws to be the most glamorous
to date. Hot on the heels of Dudu
Topaz, Pcpina Rosenblum and
Helena Amram is expatriate Uri
GcDer, whose desire to influence the
peace process may bring him home.

AFTER PROVIDING a bellyful of
laughs for members of the
Association of Americans and
Canadians in Israel, comedian Tuvia
Tsafir was made an honorary mem-
ber of AACI and given symbolic

“ items of Americana such as bubble
gum, a comic, an AACI totebag and
a baseball cap. Tsafir accepted them
with equanimity and then asked:
“Where’s the green card?"

NOT EVERYONE attending a pre-

miere is invited to the after-theater

party, which is why organizers wait

for the crowds to dear before open-
ing the doors to the reception area.

However, the first-night crowd
attending die premiere of the Vienna
State Opera Ballet at the Tel Aviv
Center for the Performing Arts rook
so long to disperse, that the word
went out that the side-stage recep-

tion hosted by Austrian Ambassador
Herbert Kroll and his wife

Noracsy had been canceled. Since

few of the invitees knew where the

side stage was located, several left

without enjoying foe Krolls’ hospi-

tality. But there were quite a few

^savvy people who weren’t invited

“who knew foal good things come to

those who wait When foe direction

to foe side stage was made public,

they merely tagged along.

Renato Zanefla, ballet director

and chief choreographer of foe

VSOB, who garnered a great deal of

congratulatory comment has come
to Israel as a dancer on several pre-

vious occasions but never before as

foe head ofthe company. Seen in foe

audience were patron of the arts

Oded Gera, actress Hanna

Mick Jaggen Gazing at the

stars. (UPPA>

Marron. Tel Aviv University

President Yorara Dhtstein and his

wife Ada, advertising executive

David Admon, and Shimon
Sheves, former director-general of

the Prime Minister's Office.

NEWS FROM Israel is par for foe

course on foe American electronic

media, but listeners tuned into San

Francisco's KGO Ncwstalk earlier

this month got a giant dose when
talk-show host Ronn Owens, broad-

casting live from Jerusalem for three

consecutive days, chatted for three

hours each day with Israeli and

Palestinian newsmakers, commenta-

tors and politicians, on both impor-

tant and mundane issues. Owens
was part of a six-member team

which included Michael Luckoff,

foe station's president and general

manager,,, and Barbara Lane, foe

station's executive producer.

The team mined a suite at the

Uri Geller: Member of
Knesset? fHanoch Giuhnuuni)

Tuvia Tsafir: An honorary
AACI member

Laromme Hotel into a makeshift stu-

dio where personalities such as MK
Naomi Chazan, former ambassador
to foe US Itamar Rabinovich, Ariel

mayor Ron Nahman and
Palestinian dignitaries Saeb Erekat,
NabO Shaath and Mabdi Abdel
Hath made themselves at home and
presented varied outlooks.

Rabbis David Hartman and
Mordechai Araon were brought in

to discuss their opposing points of
view on Bar-Dan Street. That wasn't

all they disagreed on. When Amon
pulled out a packet of cigarettes,

Hartman proclaimed: “No smoking
here.”to whichAmon retorted: “You
don't have to smoke.**

AN INTERESTING question for

Mastermind or an Israeli version of
TrivialPursuit emerged lastweek at

the Israel Association of University

Women's 25th anniversary scholar-'

ship awards. One of foe recipients;

.Galit Sa’ada frohi Stterot, the first

member of heir family with academ-

ic aspirations, won a scholarship for

research into foe ethnography of
music. The daughter of Libyan
immigrants, Sa’ada who already has

anMA in musicology and sociology,

has discovered that most of foe rock

groups which have formed in recent

years emerged from her home town.

PAPARAZZI EAT your' hearts out.

After all that speculation over

whether Liz Hurley was breaking

up with Hugh Grant or at least giv-

ing him a dose of his own medicine,

it seems the young mao caught in the

lens of the camera while applying

suntan lotion to her back was none

other than her kid brother. At least

that's what she told David
LeHerman and anyone who hap-

pened to be watching his show.

WANTING TO give their children a

closer view of the stars, Mick
Jagger and Jerry Hall took them to

foe local planetarium, which was

crowded. Undaunted, Mick and

Jerry loaded themselves and the kids

back into foe car and headed for the

nearest NASA base, where they

politely asked whether fhey could

use foe telescope. The scientists,

though somewhat taken aback,

decided to play it cool. They made
the telescope available but didn't ask

for autographs.

Surfing the net in

a Ramallah cafe
Majed Totah has rumed to the

Internet to beat the compe-
tition his cafe has faced

since Ra mall ah's handover to

Palestinian rule in ] 995.

At one table inTotah s small K5M
cafe, a Palestinian youth manipulat-

ed a computer mouse with one hand
while holding a thick sandwich in

the other.

Inexpensive restaurants have been

a growth industry in Ramallah since

Israel handed the town over to

Palestinian self-rule.

In fact, restaurants have become so
competitive a business that eateries

new and old have laid on more than

food to pull in customers, hiring bel-

lydancers and bands and offering

customers water pipes.

Totah is the fust restaurateur to

turn to foe Internet. The cafe is a
home for people who don’t have
computers and for those who don't

yet know the wondere of Internet

services," said Totah, 34. sitting in

his cafe.

As he spoke, customers at another

table abandoned theirfood and wan-
dered across the room to look over

the youth’s shoulder.
"1 am chatting with my friends

who live overseas,” said Najwa
Harhash, a lawyer in her early 30s as

she sat sipping coffee and smoking
at another of the cafe's four comput-
ers. "Although I have the Internet at

PAfiENTfHC

home, 1 was curious to know if the

cafe has foe same system," she said.

Totah said that most of his cus-

tomers were not sufficiently comput-
er-educated and he wanted to teach

them foe benefits of the computer

and the Internet.

He said the internet had been been

bringing in new customers who

“The cafe is

home for people

who don’t have

computers and

for those who
don’t yet know
the wonders

of Internet

services.”

often fill foe cafe at night. “Eveiy

day we have new customers. It will

take time, but it's a good start." he
said.

He has installed four Pentium
computers at K5M - a name signify-

ing foe number ofTotah siblings and
their initials. Is the computer invest-

ment worth it?

"Ma\be not. but definite!} it's

worth the experience. It's foe first ol'

its kind and it is aimed at both help-

ing people and attracting new cus-

tomers." Totah said.

Since it opened in 19H5, K5M has

been famous among die youth in

Ramallah for its sandwiches, pastas,

pizza and desserts. It has also attract-

ed high-school and university stu-

dents, teachers. and families living in

the neighborhood.

Newspapers, pens and papers

were neatly stacked on tables while

Western pop music played in foe

background.

“K5M is a perfect place for stu-

dents who need to research informa-

tion through the Internet away from
the pressures of clussroohis or

libraries.” said a K5M press release.

“I have been using the Internet

from home for most of my dealings,

so 1 decided to show others the ben-

efits of the new technology and to

give those who need it a hand."

Totah said.

K5M has contracted four employ-
ees of the local Internet provider to

help customers. The help couldn't

come at a better time. The people

who abandoned their food earlier sat

staring helplessly at a computer
screen. Totah broke away from the

interview to launch them on the

information superhighway. (Reuter)

Where children never fight
By RUTH MASON

J
ean Uedloff spent a total of two-

and-a-half years living with foe

Yequana Indians in the

Venezuelan jungles. She describes

them as an isolated Stone Age tribe,

yet, on every measure of well-being

that she could think of, Uedloff

found foe Yequana to be belter off

than Westerners. Their dally lives

were spent in what she calls a parry

atmosphere, with a lot of laughing

and joking. Their relationships'were

non-judgmental and respectful, and
she never witnessed any arguing,

fighting or sibling rivalry. In her

book The Continuum Concept -
Aliasing"Human Nature to Work

Successfully (Addison .Wesley,

1977), Uedloff claims that even foe

children never fight.

Competition of any sort, even in

games, is unknown. Joy, rather than

the unhappiness often found in

Western culture, prevails.

Perhaps the most stunning of her

findings is that Yequana babies

rarely cry.They are relaxed and quiet

and they don’t ever spit up. Boys are

given small bows and arrows from

foe age of 18 months, but are not

warned to be careful. The adults,

Uedloff says, have complete faith in

their child’s self-preservation

instincts and don’t warn them about

rushing rivers, scorpions, snakes and

other dangers of the jungle. A moth-

er walking on a jungle path with a

toddler following her will not turn

around to make sure fie is near. She

just expects and assumes he win be,

and, according to Liedloff, he

always is.

In foe time she spent with the

Yequana. Liedloff says she saw only

one accident.

After babyhood, Yequana parents

and other adults don’t initiate contact

or activity with their children but are

readily available when the children

need them. Children spend most of

their time with their peers, as do tire

adults. Liedloff attributes the joy,

serenity and peace of foe Yequana to

the fact that babies, from the

moment of birth until crawling age,

are constantly carried. The mother,

other adult or older sibling, will

cany a baby -either in their arms or

in a sling- at all times while theyare

working, cooking, dancing, bathing

or walking. Babies sleep 'with their

parents.

Uedloff believes that this “in-

arms" phase is as old as evolution

itself and that babies were treated

this way for millions of yep by
humans and our evolutionary

antecedents. It is only in the past few
thousand years - a tiny dot on the

evolutionary map - that we have

strayed from this practice with.

Liedloffclaims, dire consequences.

Liedloff and the Yequana Indians

.

believe that a baby’s rightful, natural

place is in the arms of its mother or

The Yequana

Indians believe

a baby’s natural

place Is in

the arms of

its mother.

other caretaker. This constant close-

ness to tire mother's body gives foe

baby a feeling of security whole-

ness. or being "right" and influences

his whole life as well as that of his

society. Westerners who miss this

phase never lose their sense of not

being "right," of 1ranging for some-

thing foey can't quite name, of loss.

While foey are constantly with the

mother or other caretaker, Yequana
babies are nottire center of attention.

Instead, they live on the periphery,

being present at all activities but not

at their center. From their safe and

protected vantage point, they learn

about life and get ail the stimulation

they need. Infants' signals are imme-
diately responded to and they are put

down only when they signal that

foey want to be,when drey are ready

to crawl.

Liedloff believes that the

Yequana’s joyful life is dne to tire

fact tint they are still in touch with

their “continuum," or the built-in

instinctive knowledge, with which

we are all bom, of the way human
beings are supposed to live. She

attributes Western ills, from alien-

ation to drag addiction, crime and
violence, to the feet that we have

been cut of from our natural contin-

uum.
“ft is understandable," she writes

"that Western babies are not wel-

come in offices, shops, workrooms,

oreven dinner parties. They usually

shriek andldck, wave theirarms and
stiffen their bodies, so that one needs

two hands and a lot of attention to

keep them under control. It seems
that they are keyed up with undis-

charged energy from spending so

much time out of contact with an

active person’s naturally discharging

energy field. We need to recognize

that, by treating babies the way we
did for hundreds of thousands of

years; we can be assured of calm,

soft, undemanding little creatures.

Only then can working' mothers,

unwilling to be bored and isolated all

day with no adult companionship,

rid themselves of their cruel conflict

"Babies taken to work arc where
they need to be - with their mothers.

And tire mothers are where they

need to be - with their peers, not

doing baby care but something wor-

thy of intelligent adults."

The Continuum Concept was re-

issued with a new introduction in

1985 as part of Addison Wesley's

Classics in Child Development
series. John Holt tire noted writer

and educator, wrote about in “If the

world could be saved by a book, this

just might be the book."

While Liedloff seems fairly sub-

jective in her descriptions of both the

Yequana and Western baby care

practices, she offers fascinating

insights that could go a long way in

improving our babies' —and ourown
- lives.

Embassies in

the capital?

^
Bad idea

m By Sam Orbaum

The year is 2525. Syria

rejeers negotiations based'

on Oslo 89. Tire Moshiach's

arrival is said td he imminent. The
Swiss agree to return the gold to

any survivor who comes forward

to ask for it. Ami the US reneges

on its offer to move its embassy to

Jerusalem.

Some things never change, and

never will, and if I live to he 569
years old, I will still wonder why
ihe world won't accept Jerusalem,

or at least the western sector, us

this country ’s capital.

Forgive the simplicity, but what
barrier of rationality prevents a
friendly foreign country from
establishing its mission in undis-

puted Jewish Jerusalem? Sure, foe

Arabs will squawk - they’ll have

to - but a few choice diplomatic

words, such as “Well, it's their

capital, where do you expect its to

tolerable only because they’re

mere consulates - would become
intolerably insulting when
embassies' start doing it.

The high-living diploeorps

would leave The City That Never
Stops for The City* Thai Never
Stops Praying.

Yeah. OK. vve have parties here

in Jerusalem, but you know how it

is: you can be the last one to leave

the’ swingincest bash in

Jerusalem, get in your cur, do din-

ner. and make it in time for the

earliest party in Tel Aviv. Forgive

us. but we’ve never fully recov-

ered front the siege of ’48.

Fashion shows would become
de rigueur in Jerusalem, where the

greatest fashion issue is what
color your black clothes are.

Can you just imagine the. shall

vve say. differences of opinion

between the diplos and the ha red

-

The high-living diplomats would

leave The City That Never Stops for

The City That Never Stops Praying.

put the embassy?” will be difficult

to refute. And then all the nice

countries of the world will quick-

ly full into line and follow prece-

dent.

Of course they will.

' International diplomacy is not

exactly a free-thinking discipline.

It suffers from a herd mentality:

when one moos, foey all moo. All
right, then: maybe all that’s need-

ed is to tweak a teat to get one of
them mooing.
Which is why I’m offering this

suggestion, free of charge, as a

public service to the global vil-

lage: first, do what’s right by
Israel, by moving all your
embassies to the capital: then turn

around and appease foe Arabs by
offering, as compensation, to

J

ilace a consulate in eastern

erusalem, thereby strengthening

Palestinian claims. That would
enrage Israel, mollify foe Arabs,

.
and leave the diplomats snicker-

ing into their champagne.
On the other hand, foe last thing

we need is all those embassies in

our capital. It would mess up this

country’ something terrible.

Think of it:

Half the population of Herzliya

Pituah would move to Jerusalem.

Property values in Tel Aviv's

richest burbs would plummet, and
skyrocket in Ein Kercm. The eco-

nomic backlash would be stagger-

ing.

We'd have to come up with a

few hundred fancy villas in - ha!

- Jerusalem, or risk having all

those ambassadors recalled.

Fancy villas, that is, with rolling

lawns and built-in swimming
pools, in a city with little space
and less water.

That obnoxious tradition of
Jerusalem consulates hosting sep-

arate parties for Jews and Arabs -

ini? The proliferation of treif food,

the Shabbat infractions, those

slinky goy ish-looking women
showing" (gasp!) cleavage and
thighs, the international incidents

any time a diplo limo is stoned on
Bar-llan Street.-.

Jerusalem’s narrow roads don’t

cope very well with big cars. In

some places it’s impossible to

squeeze through in a tustus with-

out scraping parked cars on either

side. Diplomats are notorious for

parking wherever they damn well

please (come to think of it, so are

Israelis).

On the other hand, foere’d be
big savings for the Foreign

Ministry, in phone calls and travel

to the Tel Aviv region.

Wonder how much tax money
we’d save from 1997 to 2525 if

we just moved the FM to Herzliya

Pituah?

SezYpu!- •

What's the most startling

thing your children or grand-
children have ever said? Now,
we know how you folks can be,
so we're setting a limit of two
quotes per child - and an age
limit of six- (We won’t get nit-

picky if the chDd is seven or
eight, but we don't want to hear
about a smarty-pants 20-ycar-
old.)

They can be funny, cute, wise,
insightful. Brag a bit, but keep it

short, and don’t make anything
up: you'll only feel guilty after-
ward.
Send your contributions to

Sam Orbaum, Hie Jerusalem
Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,
by Tax to (02) 531-5622 or by e-
maO to sam@jpost.cojL Please
include the name and age of
your child, and your name and
phone number.

Selling? Buying? Hiring?
Do It through

the Jerusalem Post Classifieds
GALL: Tel Aviv 03-639-0333

Jerusalem 02-531-5608

With your credit card number
FAX: TtelArftr 03-639-0277

Jerusalem 02-538-8408
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Qurn Possibly The OnlyDicnomY You'll Need To Learn Hebrew

[JLH DICTIONARY, published by Ad, is a super

hensive learners' dictionary for beginner and

ed levels. Its most valuable asset lies in its

re and the abundance of relevant

ttion to aid the stndenL

Softcover, over 900 pages.

Ann*
;mrn» nw* •*

jit r$*o • r’flws amp j
flf itfo

The Hebrew-Bebnew-

EngUsh dictionary contains:

• Hebrew definitions,

sample sentences and

English translations

• Spelling, vowelization,

stress

• Verbs presented in third

person with idiomnatic

'

examples, plus verb

"family"

Noons presented with

grammatical gender plus

plural

* Adjectives

presented in

singular

masculine plus

feminine and

plural form.

Other relevant information:

• Word lists by subject

.

- \fcrb conjugation tables

• Interpersonal rrwnmiinirarirtn phrases

• Medical terminology

• Holidays and customs

• Verb list in infinitive form
• "Hebraized" foreign wads
• English-Hebrew dictionary with page

*3 cross-reference

\
Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81 .Jerusalem 91000

g
i Please sandme coriesoE 5

MULTI DICTIONARY at NIS 99 each 7

Hardcover at NIS 109 each

Postage in Israel: NIS 10 per address

or airmail NIS 25 per copy

Total NIS
. ,

'Enclosed check payable The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.

]
Please Hsl gift recipient's name, address and mtssagt separately.

Visa Isc/MCD Diners AmEx

jcCNo. : Exp..

'Name

-Code.

1 Phone (day)_

i
Signature.

_ID No.

All You Should Know About Jerusalem
In Whose Jerusalem EDyahuTal boldly tackles the con-
trovBtsia] Issue of Jerusalem and presents the many
feoels of its history reflgton, demography, archeology,

tourism, education, culture and health.
All in aS, an extensive 330-page source took with a
compendium of 265 quotations and a chronology of 375
dates.

Httdcover, richly illustrated deluxe edition.

“A veritable treasure-trove of facts and figures including

some untold stories. No book like this on the market”
Teddy KbBek.

'Jerusalem explored and expounded from almost every

possible angle." Mayor Ehud Olmert

'A must read for every Christian."

Sister Dr. Rose Thering.

JP Price NIS 99.00 plus defivery costs

To: Books,
The Jerusalem Post,
POB 81, Jerusalem 91000.
Please send/tieflvBr Whose Jerusalem. Enclosed is my
check payable to The Jerusalem Post or credit-card

details for:

NIS 1OB.00 Inc. postage

NIS 11&00 for door-to-door delivery

NIS 1,3940 forovemeae airmail*

Visa
CC No

teracard Diners

Exp.

Name

Address

CHy

TW. (day) in No.

Signature
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BUSINESS
in brief

Low-tech investment aid requests down

The number of investment aid requests received by die

Industry and Trade Ministr> from overseas low-tech companies

from Januan. - May were down 40 percent from the same period

last vear. David Baruch, director of the ministry’s Investment

Center, said vesterday.

The sector’includes such industries as food, plastics, chemi-

cals. paper and metal. The decrease was attributed to the high

cost of manufacturing such goods here. Requests by high-tech

companies, including” start-ups. increased 10%. Jennifer Friedlin

Meridor plans compulsory car insurance bill

Finance Minister Dan Meridor, in liaison with Transport

Minister Yitzhak Levy and Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi, will

introduce legislation in the coming weeks to open the compulso-

ry motor vehicle insurance market to “supervised competition."

The market is currently monopolized by Avner Insurance, but

this must come to an end. said Meridor, speaking to members of

the Knesset Law and Finance committees. The legislation has to

be introduced before July 31- when the existing law expires.

David Harris

Sharansky to US next week
Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky is expected to

leave nex’t week for a seven-day visit to the US. the ministry

spokesman said yesterday. Sharansky's preliminary itinerary

includes meetings with business representatives and visits to var-

ious firms in Georgia. New York and Texas. Jennifer Friedlin

NIS 4m. for Kiryat Arba technology park

The Industry and Trade Ministry yesterday announced the allo-

cation of NIS 4 million fora technology park in Kiryat Arba.

The investment will go toward the establishment of factories to

house Maycom-i and SFM, two high-tech companies that came

out of the ministry’s incubator program. The ministry is current-

ly planning to establish a joint 500sdunam industrial park for

Gush Etzion and Efrat. Jennifer Friedlin

DSP faces class-action suit

DSP Communications, Inc., a California-based maker of wire-

less personal communications products which is part owned by

Israelis, said four shareholders filed a class action suit against it.

The four claim DSP violated a California law regarding forward-

looking statements the company allegedly made earlier this year.

Jennifer Friedlin

Leumi hopes for $150m.

in share offer next week
By FELICE MARANZ f Bloomberg

and Jerusalem Post Staff

The government hopes to raise

$150 million in Bank Leumi’s 14

percent share offer next Tuesday,

said Meir Yaacobson. head of MI
Holdings, the state company
which administers the sale of the

government's stakes in the bank-

ing industry.

Foreign institutional investors

have already committed them-
selves to SI 20m. and Israeli

underwriters have commined to

$3Clm., said Yaacobson. who
added that half of the offering will

be as shares and half as options.

The foreign investors' commit-
ments are some 20% higher than

the bank's original expectations.

The government holds 82rr of

Bank Leumi. the country's sec-

ond-largest bank, with S39.6 bil-

lion in as&ew.

"We're in the middle of the

process, having passed the first

stage." said Yaacobson. “We'll see

what happens next week
“

Institutional investors have com-
mitted to a price of NIS 5 per

share, he said, below today's

price.

Bank Leumi’s shares closed

down 2% at NIS 5.30 amid reports

institutional investors had paid a

lower price for their shares.

Last month, the government
sold shares and options in Israel

Discount Bank, the country's

third-largest bank, raising NIS
21 2m. The amount raised exceed-

ed the oricin.il anticipated total of

NIS 156m,
Israel Discount Bank's shares in

Tel Aviv fell 0.75*7 to close at NIS
3.59.

The Israel Discount Bank sale

followed the government's sale of

170 oF IsraeT Chemicals Ltd. for

NTS 666.9m. in March.
Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu has said the govern-
ment intends to raise NIS 4b. from

sales of state assets in 1997, par-

ticularly from sales of banks.

The government is trying to sell

a controlling interest in Bank
Hapoalim. the country's biggest

bank, through a tender. It also

intends to offer shares in United

Mizrahi Bank.

Last week Bank Leumi trans-

femed the covemment a dividend

of NIS 532m., 350 of which

reflected the bank's net income for

the previous year.

The remainder stemmed from

die bank’s recent sales of its

stakes in the Africa Israel hold-

ing company to entrepreneur Lev

Levyev, and the Migdul insur-

ance company to Italian insurer

Generali.

Both deals were done in line

with the requirements of the

revised Banking Law, which is

aimed at reducing and capping

the banks' non-banking hold-

ings.

MKs,
Treasury

clash over

properly tax

COMPANY RESULTS

First International Bank net up 21%
First International Bank of Israel yesterday reported a 21 -percent

increase in first-quarter net income to NIS 46 million from NIS 38m.
in the same period last year. Income before provisions for doubtful
debt rose to NIS 1 99. 1 m. from NIS 1 7. 1 m.

Trading in the bank's shares was halted for the dissemination of the
announcement. Owned by the Safra family. First International is

Israel s only privately owned bank and the country's fifth-largest bank
in terms of assets. Jerusalem Post Staff

Clal Electronics profit sharply down
CTal Electronics Industries Ltd. yesterday reported an 87% drop in

first-quarter earnings to NIS N.86m. from NIS 93.92m. in the same
period lust year. Revenues for the quarter were down 68%.
The company\ TASE-rraded shares were up 2.25% from Monday's

close of NIS 3W.76.
Clal Electronics Industries' holdings include stakes in ECI Telecom

Lid., a Petah Tikva-based telecom municaiions-equipment manufactur-
er. and printing systems company Scitex Corp. of Henztiya.

Jerusalem.Post Staff
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By DAVID HARRIS

The Treasury is opposed to the

abolition of the annual propem tax

and its replacement by a one-time

business sales tax Suite Revenue

Administration head Tsipi Galyani

told the Knesset Finance

Committee yesterday during a

pitched debate with its members,

most of whom disagreed with her.

Proposals put forward by the

Gabbai committee at the request of

outgoing deputy Finance Minister

David Magen received the backing

of the majority of MKs present at

yesterday's debate.

“No one is in favor of the status

quo." said Pini Badash (Likud). "If

they were, then why did the

Treasury set up the committee in

the first place?”

No decision was taken during the

session, but it becanv clear there

are major differences of opinion

between the Finance Ministry and

members of the Gabbai

Committee, according to Haim
Oron (Meretz).

The major proposal of the Gabbai

Committee, headed by former state

budget director Yorant Gabbai. is to

reform the existing 2.5-percent

property tax from which many peo-

ple have exemptions. While the

committee examined the possibili-

ty of lowering the percentage ofthe

tax and broadening the base, it

decided that abolishing it is the

only solution and a sales tax would

be the most suitable alternative.

During the debate Gaiyam and

senior Income Tax Commission

officials raised two objections to

the proposed new tax. Estimates

from the Gabbai Committee show
there would be a NIS 150 million

shortfall between the NIS 954m.
currently collected and the antici-

pated revenues from the business

sales tax. They also said there will

be problems collecting the new tax.

and receipts could amount to less

than NIS 500m.
This argument was dismissed by-

Knesset tax sub-committee chair-

man Ophir Pines (Labor), who said

the one-time collection of the levy

P-pt TTnilT* i r- i would be far easier to implement

Toys R Us: Standards Institute obstructs free market ££32*.
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Yen rebounds against dollar

A British businessman inTokyo counts hisJapanese yen exchanged from US dollars at a hotel yesterday.The US currency broke
below 112 yen in Tokyo before bouncing back somewhat In later trading. iReutcn

By JENNIFER FRJEDUW

Toys 'R Us has asked Lhe Industry and Trade
Ministry to investigate the Israel Standards
Institute’s regulations regarding children's

products, the US toy retailer’s local franchisee,

Leon KofFler. said yesterday.

According to koffler, the IS I, which
approves all products before they are sold
locally, protects local manufacturers by imple-
menting strict regulations designed to keep for-

eign products out
Toys ’R Us (Israel) director-general Yossi

Hod cited the regulations regarding strollers

and baby cribs as particularly stringent.

“The Israeli standard for baby cribs is so par-

ticular that no bed in the world can meet the

standard, not even in Germany, where child-

safety awareness is very high" Hod said.

Michaela Orren. head of”the ISPs standard-

ization division, said the rules are in no way
designed to obstruct Israel's free market. The
ISI, she said, must sometimes choose between
the European standard at the expense of the

American one. and vice versa, depending on
w'hich standards will allow’ the most number of
exporters and importers to entera given market.
“If all the manufacturers buy European pro-

duction machines and the imports and exports
are coming to and from Europe, there is no

sense in adopting the US standard." said Orren,
adding that the adoption of both standards

would necessitate two types of testing equip-

ment for all products.

Koffler, however, argues that as long as an
importer can prove a product has met either the

US or European standards, it should not need
to be tested again.

Last Thursday, Industry and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky discussed the matter with
Koffler, who is also the local franchisee of
Blockbuster Video and Office Depot and the
owner of Super Pharm. Sharansky advised
Koffler to put his suggestions before the ISI, a
ministry spokesman said.

"A fax for you"
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Continued from Page 4

Families undergoing the process

are given counselling to help each
member adjust to the changes, he
continued. In cases where the chil-

dren are the ones influenced by the

seminar, the counselors make sure

they do not leave home and teach

them how to behave so as not to

offend their parents.

It all sounds idyllic. But Waiis

admits that Arachim’s approach in

slum neighborhoods is different.

Rabbi Ya'acov Ohayon, who told a

Bat Yam audience that secular Jews

DON T BE LEFT OUT!
It you don't have e-mail

or even a computer you can still advertise!

INTERNET yOS* CLASSIFIEDS
Reach all of Israel and the world for just:

For TWo weeks

One Month

Two Month

Three Months

Six Months

$13 US Dollars/NIS 45

$25 US Dollars/NIS 88

$45 US Dollars/NIS 158

$70 US Dollars/NIS 245

$130 US Dollars/NIS 456

are a greater threat to religious Jews
than Hitter, made that comment at an
Arachim event

“The nature of die message varies

in accordance with the audience,"

explained Waiis. “Therefore, we
divide our activities into two sorts:

the educated and the rank-and-file.

You have to understand that some of

our speakers are hozrim betshuva.

They speak from their hearts and we
don't censor them."

Referring to Ohayon 's comment
that secular Jews are more danger-

ous than Hitler, Waiis said there are

certain things he, personally, would

not say aloud.

Thai did not mean, however, that

he might not think them privately.

Waiis and Rabbi Michael Lasri,

who emceed the Bat Yam event,

rejected the charge that there was a

widespread phenomenon of hijack-

ing secular teenagers and persuading

them to leave school against their

parents* will to study in a yeshiva.

The examples of Shniulik Aviv

and Herzl Fenso were among “a

handful of exceptions," said Lasri.

“There are thousands of others who
have not quit school against their

parents’ wishes or left home."
But although Waiis and Lasri

spoke warmly of the need for family

harmony, they made it clear it is not

their only concern.

“If there is a conflict or disagree-

ment between the mother or father

and their child, and if we think in

absolute terms, then maybe it is the

parents who are in the wrong." said

Lasri. “Although it is the child who
has macte the change, who says the

change is negative? And from a gen-
erational aspect, in the past it was the

parents who were observant and the

children who rebelled. Who is to say
which change is from good to bad or

from bad to good."

Arachim is one of many teshuva

programs that receives state funding.

In 1 995, the last year for which offi-

cial figures are available, it received

over NIS 1,570,000 from the

Ministry of Religious Affairs, while

the Ministry of Education gave it

over NIS 450,000 in the first quarter

of the year.

According to figures compiled by
Ha'aretz religious affairs reporter

Shahar Dan, in 1995, the last full

year of the Labor government, the

Religious Affairs and Education
ministries allocated NIS 15 million

to 1 1 of the largest teshuva institu-

tions.

But former religious affairs minis-

ter Shimon Shetreet said the real

sum is much higher.

"It’s impossible to assess the actu-

al figure, because the sources of
funding are so varied. They include
the religious councils, the munici-
palities, the Labor and Social Affairs

Ministry, and the Interior Ministry,"

he said.

Furthermore, since some haredi

institutions are known to receive

more public funding than they
deserve because they exaggerate the

scope of their activities, money is

available to pursue undeclared activ-

ities such as hazara betshuva, he
said

Shetreet stressed the socioeco-
nomic aspects of hazara betshuva ,

saying it is much more than just a

religious phenomenon.
“It's a total system," he said.

"Haredi welfare organizations pro-

vide the hozar betshuva with subsi-

dized food and clothing. He pays
NIS 200 per month for day care for

his child, instead of NIS 1 ,000 in

the secular world. Transportation is

thrown in for free. He enrolls in a
yeshiva, for which he receives an
extra NIS 600 per month, without
giving up his job or welfare pay-
ments. And don't foiget most of
the poor people in Israel are
Sephardim and the Sephardim are

traditional. They come already
equipped with a natural affinity for

religion."

This concludes a five-part inves-
tigative series on the hazara betshu-
va movement in Israel's poor neigh-
borhoods.

ongoing overall shortfall in proper-

ty tax payments now stands u( NIS
5 billion, according to Badash.

Calling for the debate to be put

on hold while the Treasury discuss-

es the report. Gaiyam said she

favors maintaining the existing tax.

lowering the percentage payable

and widening its taxable value

base.

Silvan Shalom, the Likud faction

leader in the finance committee,
said he supports the abolition of the

current tax but suggested its pro-

posed replacement is “impractical."

Pines argued it is clear the major-
ity ofMKs concerned and the wider
community are in favor of abolish-

ing the tax. He warned the Treasury
that if it does not act to implement
the Gabbai recommendations, he
and several other MKs are willing

to introduce the legislation them-
selves. “I am sure we’ll have a
majority in the house.” he said.

While refusing to say he is disap-
pointed by the Treasury’s siance.

Gabbai said he is convinced that in

a matter of months either the gov-
ernment or MKs will begin thelee-
islative process.

Correction

Crystal Systems Solutions
Ltd. reported first-quarter net

profits of $386,000. compared
to a net loss of $239,000 in the
same period last year, and not as
reported.
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Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)
Current (depoett for) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. dollar (5250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375
Pound sterling f£1 OO.OOO) 3.875 4.000 4^50
German mark (DM 200.000) 1.625 1.625 2.125
Swiss franc (SF 200,000) 0.62S 0.750 1.000
Yen (10 milRon yen) — — —

(Rates vary Wghsr or lower than Indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates" (2025.97)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS Rep.

Rates**
3.7007
3.3910

1.0851
29005

23715
*Theee rates vary according to bank. **8ank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

U.S.

Goman mark
Pound staffing

French franc

Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florfri

Swiss franc

Swedish krona
Norwegian krona
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dollar

Australian doflar

S. African rand
Belgian francf10)
Austrian sdsHni
Italian lira (1000
Jordanian dinar

i pound

(10)

Irish punt

Spanish peseta (100)

Buy
3.6735
3.3848
1.9831
5.5409
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2.8900
1.7837
2.3883
0.4435
0.4782
0.5207
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2.4530
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0.9609
2.8178
24151
4,7458
09600
3.8748
5.1667

2.3548

Sell

3.7328
3.4192
2.0151
5.6303
05982
3.0078
1.7922
2.4269
0.4507
0.4860
0.5291
0.6687
2.4828
2.8475
0.7855
0.B764
2.8633
20477
4.8225
1.0400
3.8374
52501
23926
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SHARE'S
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265.34 0 .49%

By ROBERT DANIEL

Stock indexes in Tel Aviv rose

yesterday as First International

Bank of Israel said first-quarter

earnings increased 21 percent and
as investors hoped the centra] bank
would cut imerest rates.

The report from Israel's fifth-

largesr bank was “very good," said

Key Representative Rates
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options,

Slocks, Bonds
and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda SL, Jerusalem

Tel Avfv shares data
supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,
Tel. 09-958-5873, All other

data supplied by
Commstock Trading Ltd.,

Tel. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post will not be
held responsible for the

consequences of any
transaction made on the
basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted ejata

should do so on postcards
only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business
Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem
91000
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Ronen Cohen, head of trading at the

Tel Aviv office of Oscar Gross &
Sons. Net income rose to NI5 46
million, and the stock went up 1 5%
to 2^48.
Rising stocks also included Teva

Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., up
1 -25^ at 197.92. CJal Electronics

Industries Ltd., up 2.5% to 408.73,
software house Formula Systems
Ltd., up 49r io 58.46, Mofet
Technology Fund LtcL up 3% to

182_5. and Maritime Bank, up 5.59F

to 17.61.

Declining shares included Agon
Chemical Manufacturers Ltd. and
Dead
The Maof Index of 25 most-trad-

ed issues added 0.75> to 273.54 and
the Mishtanim Index of 100 top

stocks advanced 0.49^ to 265.34.

Maof

273.54 0 .70%

The most active issue was Israel

Discount Bank, which fell 0.75^
to 359 on trading of NIS 1 2.3 mil-

lion.

A total of NIS 135.6m. of Shares

traded. Throughout the market,

about five shares last ground for

eveiy four that advanced.

Cohen at Oscar Gross & Sons
said he expects central bank
Governor Jacob Frenkel to leave

the benchmark interest rate at

1 3.9%-. At the same time, “there’s a
lot of pressure on him” to cut rates

“because the last consumer price

index was very low.” he said.

The April CPI showed a lower-

than-expected rise of 0.75c. If

Frenkel cuts rates, he’ll pare 0.25

percentage points, Cohen added.

(Bloomberg)

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

Euro markets lower

on fear over US rates

LONDON (Reuter) - European

markets ended trade yesterday
showing big losses for the dollar and
stocks but with their attention firmly

riveted on a meeting of LIS central

bankers who are deciding interest

rates.

All eyes were focused on die US
Federal’ Open Market Committee
(FOMC) meeting, and markets were
almost evenly split on the prospects

of a 25-basis-pornt interest rate rise

in the power-house US economy.
Shares in London. Paris, Frankfurt

and Wall Street were all showing
losses of about one percent in tire

countdown to the rates decision,

with investors fretting that higher

rates would hit profit margins.

At die same time, the dollar strug-

gled to regain its poise after drop-

ping to a five-month low of 1 1 1 .98

yen, fighting uncertainty over US
interest rate policy and speculation

WALL STREET REPORT

about higherJapanese rates.

Traders said that at die moment,
the mood seemed to be one ofcash-

ing in on any signs of dollar recov-

ery.

In a volatile trading session on for-

eign exchanges, dealers began the

day by unloading dollars because of
worries that Japan might increase

rates, making doflar-denominated

assets less attractive to investors.

They drove the dollar down by
nearly four yen after reports that a
committee of Japan’s ruling Liberal

Democratic Partly (LDP) was con-
sidering asking for higher discount

rates from the Bank ofJapan.
But the currency later bounced

back by nearly two yen and stood
above 1 13 yen in late afternoon trade

after Japanese officials warned the

yen’s rise had been too rapid and a
Japanese rate rise was not likely

SOOT.

Stocks soar as Fed keeps
Interest rates unchanged

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-
chip stocksjumped yesterday. lift-

ing the Dow Jones industrial aver-

age within a few points of a

record close as Wall Street wel-

comed the Federal Reserve's deci-

sion to keep interest rates
unchanged.

The Dow rose 7438 points, or
1.03 percent, to 7,303.46, which
was just short of last Thursday’s
record finish of 733335.

WHERE TO GO
Notic&s tat this feature are charged
at NIS 28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per line. Including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sun.-Thur„ n am. from
Bronfman Recaxtion Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23,

26. 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah Instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-

6416333, 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgua Soviet Photography from
the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvi Hecfcen
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of
Israeli artists. Virtual Reafity: The
domwtic and realistic in contemporary

RUBINSTEIN
PAV'UON FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shiomo Ben-DavkJ andAmon

The inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am.-6 pTm?W
10 am-10 pm FrL 10 am.-2 p.m.
Mwerhoff Art Education Center. Tel
8919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim ClaBl. Straus
A. 3 Arfjgtat, 670-6860; Balsam, Salah
e-Oin, 627-2315: Shuafal. Shuafai

S!S-S:DafAWawa
' Herocrs

Te! Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabofinsicy. 125
jbnGvirol, 548-2040; Suparpharm, 40
Einstem, 841-3730. Tffl 1 am
Thursday: Pharma Daf Jabotinskv 125
ton Gvrot, S4*-204°. 71! midnight

R
5
mat Aviv

- 40 Einstein
641-3730; London Ministone

*

Suparpharm. 4 Shaul Bametech, 696-

Ra^inara-Kfar Sava: Eden, 95
Dg^iRamatoyim. Hod Hasharon,

JWanya: Rafa-El, 14 Stamper, 833-

Hafe: Hanassi Denya. 99 Abba
Khoushy. 834-1H3.ass®.1

r ^ Merkazim.
Sderot Hagaflm),

Herztfya Pltuah, 055-8471 955-8407.
Open 9 a.m. to midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Cteff Pharm. Lev
Ha it Mali. 657-046S. Open 9 a.m. to
10pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Karem
gwra^stetrics, ENT); Hadassah

Blltur Holim ^e^^t^Si^^^ledek
(ophthalmology).
Tel Avlw Tel Avfv Medical Center Dana
Pedialrtc Hospital (pedralrics); Tel Aviv
MerScal Center (surgery).
Netsnya: Laniado.

POLICE ioo

FIRE 102
FIRST AID ioi
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (English} in most parts of the
country.ln addition:

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (English) in most parts of the
country, in addition:
AsIXteT 8551333 War Seva' 8802222
Ashkefon 6551332 Nahariya* 9912333
BeeralKtear B2747G7 Neranya* B804444
Bett Shemesh 6523133 PedahTicva- 9311111
Dan Beraon* 5793333 RahovOT 9451333BW 6S2444 Rohon* 9642333
Hate' 8512233 Safed S920333
Jerusalem* K23133 TelAvnT 5460111
KarmW 9985444 Tiertss* B792444
' Motiflo WensivB Care 1M (MjCU) serrtca in
tt» wea. around the dock.

0
f0F toUliStS ^ E99reh)

The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24
hours a day. for information in case of
poisoru'ra.

Eran - Emotional First Aid - 1201
also Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv

'

546-1111 (chitirenfyoulh 548-0739),
Rraton Lflrion 9568661/2, Haifa 867-

Sava 767-4555. Hadera 63«789.

dentofity guaranteed.

SsrL0£^.'6310 ' Q&85MM6
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Transfer rumor-mill

has Ronaldo at Inter
ROME (Reuter) - Brazilian

striker Ronaldo could yet be play-

ins in Italy next season while

Italy’s World Cup star Roberto

Baggio may be heading for France

or England.

Fiorentina's Argentine

captain Gabriel Batistuta

could meanwhile find him-

self at an English club.

With Juventus needing

just one point, and maybe

not even that, to clinch the

Italian league soccer title,

attention has turned

inevitably towards next

season.

The well-worn transfer

rumor-mill, always rum-

bling around, has started to

grind out faster than ever.
” The big recent signing

has been German captain

Juergen Klinsmann to Sampdoria.

But that is facL not fantasy and the

Bayern Munich player has now
left the headlines.

Others cannot be pushed out so

easily. 'Ronaldo has chosen
Inter." declared the front page of

the Rome daily Carriers dello

Sport yesterday with a photo-

montage of the shaven-headed

Barcelona striker in a black and
blue shin with a broad grin and his

arms outstretched.

"The Brazilian ace becomes a

star in our championship.” It

quoted Reynalda Pitta, one of

Red Wings
grab 2-1

series lead

DETROIT (Reuter) -Vya-
cheslav Kozlov scored twice and
Mike Vernon made 27 saves as

the Detroit Red Wings edged the

Colorado Avalanche 2-1 on
Monday to seize the lead in the

NHL Western Conference finals.

Detroit's Russian unit, which
has been sensational throughout
these playoffs, came up big

again in Game Three to give the

Red Wings a two-games-to-one
lead in the best-of-seven series.

The Red Wings, who have not
won the Stanley Cup since 1955,

arc two wins away from return-

ing to the championship round
for the second time in three

years and host Game Four
tomorrow.
In the Eastern Conference

Finals, the New York Rangers
hosted the Philadelphia Flyers
last night. The scries is tied at

one game apiece.

'•This was their best game (of

the scries) and we won it,” Red
Wings coach Scotty Bowman
said. We could have won all

three. How do they like my
Russians now?”

It was the seventh goal of the

playoffs and second two-goal
game for Kozlov.

Ronaldo's agents, as telling Lazio

boss Sergio Cragnotti that

Ronaldo had chosen Inter instead

of the Rome club’s offer.

Inter president Massimo Moratti

said that the club was interested

but nothing had been agreed.

The future of Ronaldo has
become an obsession in Italy since

the player hinted he might leave

Barcelona if the Spanish'club did

not agree to a new and more lucra-

tive contract.

The Gazzcita ddlo Sport said

Inter were waiting to see whether
Barcelona kept Ronaldo. At the

same they were after Batistuta,

who has become increasingly

unsettled in Florence and has

reportedly sounded keen on a

move to Inter.

The Argentine goalscorer has

LONDON (AP) — Two days

before their first one-day interna-

tional against Australia, the

England cricket squad have been

issued a set of guidelines on how
to dress and behave on and off the

pitch.

The 28-page document present-

ed to each player yesterday by
England management committee
chairman Bob Bennett outlines the

need to present a smart, uniform

image.

Positive relations with the

media, neat presentation, punctu-

ality and respect for dressing room
rules are all addressed in the new
code of conduct, which also states

that players are not to bet on
matches involving themselves.

Players must wear England’s offi-

cial tournament gear when repre-

senting their country, which means
that England vice-captain Alec
Stewart will no longer be able to

wear his favorite white batting hel-

met and faded blue tour hat. which

he wears when keeping wicket.

The strict code will prevent con-

troversies like (he threatened

walkout from the 1996 World Cup
by former English wicketkeeper

Jack Russell. Organizers tried to

stop Russell from wearing his

trademark white sun hat as they

wanted all players to stick to offi-

cial tournament headgear.

In addition to the document.

also been a reported target for

Manchester United manager Alex

Ferguson.

However Fiorentina want to

keep their star player and refuse to

countenance him joining another

Italian club.

Manchester has become
another transfer talking

point after Frenchman Eric

Cantona announced his

retirement.

Italian newspapers said

that Manchester United
were after Baggio, also

unsettled for most of the

season at Milan, us a
Cantona replacement

although Marseille were
also chasing.

Hie English champions
are also reportedly interest-

ed in signing Fabrizio
Ravanelli from Middlesbrough as

well as Middlesbrough's Brazilian

midfielder Juninho.

Both played in the Middles-
brough team beaten by Chelsea in

the FA Cup Final on Saturday. But
according to various reports,

Juninho is also on his way to

Atletico Madrid, possibly for a
world record fee of £16 million.

Chelsea, with three Italians on
their books already, were mean-
while reported to have made a
fresh $ 1 3m offer for Milan captain

and international defender Paolo

Maldini.

which also outlines the structure

of England's new administrative

set-up" the English players were

each issued with a copy of the

1997 England Players' Hand-
book.

The handbook stresses that pro-

fessionalism is an important factor

in England's success and stipu-

lates that players “will be required

to train and practice hard at all

times with sensible rest, a careful-

ly controlled diet and a disciplined

lifestyle.”

The English management will

be hoping the code's impact will

be evident tomorrow when
England meets Australia in the

first one -day international, at

Headingley. The second match is

at The Oval on Saturday and the

third is at Lord's on Sunday.
Meanwhile, Australia's one-day

match against Durham county yes-

terday was called off due to exces-

sive overnight and morning rain,

leaving the tourists slighdy under-

prepared for their match tomorrow.

The Australians have played

just two competitive one-day
matches since arriving in

England last week. The tourists

beat Northamptonshire but suf-

fered defeat against Worcester-

shire. and Australian coach Geoff
Marsh would have liked some
more match practice lime for his

players.

Inter favored for UEFA Cup

One goal down but with their best players

back from suspension. Inter are favored to

clinch their third UEFA Cup in six years when
they lake on Schalke 04 in their second-leg final

of the European tournament tonight in Milan.

English midfielder Paul Ince. French forward

Yourf Djorkaeff and French defender Jocelyn

Angioma (all previously suspended) will be

starting in the match at San Siro stadium, boost-

ing Inters chances to make up for a 1-0 defeat

suffered in the first leg two weeks ago.

Code of conduct for

England’s cricket image

Utah’s ‘supporting cast’

rolls past Houston
Malone and Jazz take Game 1 of West finals, 101-86

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - The
commissioner brought the trophy

and the winner graciously accept-

ed. Then the rest of the Utah Jazz

went out and showed why Karl

Malone has been thanking them so

much.

Utah’s supporting cast bolstered

Malone’s steady, if unspectacular,

performance on the night he
received the MVP award"as the

Jazz opened the Western
Conference finals with a 101-86

romp over the Houston Rockets on
Monday night.

Jeff Homacek scored 19 points,

John Stockton had 16 points and
1 3 assists and the rest of the team

Sportscaster Indicted
American sportscaster Marv

Albert, the lead announcer for

NBA games on NBC televi-

sion, has been indicted on
assault and sodomy charges

foat allege fie viciously bit a

Virginia woman and forced

her to perform a sex act

Police spokesman Tom Bell

said that Albert and the woman
were friends. He said investiga-

tors were proceeding carefully

because of Albert’s high profile

and to be sure the woman was
“not a gold digger.”

made strong contributions to back
Malone’s 2 1 -point. 13-rebound
effort.

Malone also had five turnovers

and shot just 6-for-16 from the

field, but the occasional sloppi-

ness didn't matter to his adoring

crowd.

The Jazz fans gave Malone a

standing ovation when commis-
sioner David Stem presented him
with the trophy in a pregame cere-

mony.
They did it again when Malone

went to the bench with 2:48

remaining and Utah leadinc 97-

80.

Game 2 in the best-of-7 series is

tonight.

liTthe first game of the Eastern

Confereence finals last night.

Miami was 3t Chicago.

Hakeem Olajuwon led Houston
with 30 points, but he didn’t score

in the fourth period.

Clyde Drexler scored 13, Charles

BarkJey had 12 and Mario Elie 10

for Houston, which was playing

just two days after finishing off

Seattle in a seven-game series.

Utah, on the other hand, hadn’r

played in a week. And once the

Jazz shook off the rust after 12

minutes or so, the Rockets could

never come ail the way back.

Rookie Shandon Anderson
scored 1

1
points off the bench and

third-string center Greg Foster

scored ail nine of his points in the

second period to help Utah take

command.
The Jazz, who have won their

last 20 home games, outshot

HOOPWARD BOUND - Utah's Bryon Russell (1) drives against Houston's Clyde Drexler in first-

quarter action. The Jazz won the first game of the Western Conference finals, 101-86. <api

Houston 44 percent to 38 percent

and finished with only 15

turnovers after committing eight

in the first quarter.

Houston shot just 38 percent,

including a 3-for-10 effort from
Barkley and a 2-for-9 evening for

Matt Maloney. Olajuwon. "who
was 9-of- 1 4 from the field and 1 2-

for- 17 from the line, was the only

member of the Rockets to shoot

above 50 percenL
With Malone on the bench, Utah

went on a 10-0 run early in the

second quarter for a 30-24 lead.

Foster scored nine points for Utah
in the first seven minutes of the

quarter before Malone returned

with the Jazz leading by six.

The margin stayed about the

same until Stockton ended the half

with a 3-point heave from 26 feet

that banked in to give Utah a 49-

40 lead.

Utah quickly bumped its lead to

double digits early in the third

quarter.

The Jazz are 32-3 since March 1

.

No deals with the enemy
NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA has told its 29 teams they cannot

sign a 7-foot-9 (2.32-meter) North Korean basketball player current-

ly residing in Canada.

The league memo was sent after Ri Myong Hun arrived in Canada
last Wednesday. Evergreen Sports Management firm has kept Ri

secluded in Ottawa, and its spokesman on Monday denied that Ri

had defected

The NBA will not allow any team to sign him unless the State

Department gives permission. Signing Ri might violate the Trading

With the Enemy Act. which prohibits business dealings between the

US and North Korea. The countries have not had diplomatic rela-

tions since 1952.

“Word started spreading about Ri after he played for North Korea

in the Jones Cup in Taiwan last August.

“He’s every bit 7-foot-9. Playing against him is like shooting

-

through a tree,” said Wake Forest assistant coach Russel! Ttimer,

•who helped coach the US Jones Cup team. "He shot free throws very

well, mid he could dunk without leaving his feet, but he doesn’t

rebound and he doesn’t get up in the air.'’

Ri, whose age is between 25 and 27, "isn’t as skinny as Shawn
Bradley or Manure Bol, but he isn’t as thick as Gheorghe Muresan,"
Turner said
The 7-foot-7 (2.27m) Bol was the tallest player in NBA history.

!

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AB rates
indude VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 (or 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NfS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NlS
138.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 19.B9.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 292.50 (or 10 words
(minimum), each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 409.50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NlS
526.50 (or 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NlS 99.45.

Rates are valid until MAY 30 1997.

DEADLINES offices.

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubficalion; (or Friday 4 pjn. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; (or Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
HE JERUSALEM INN at the city Cen-
;r - double or large family rooms, pri-

ate bathroom. T.V./telephone. quality

irnished. Tel. 02-625-2757. Fax: 02-

25-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTd!
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and breakfast,

P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.
Tel. 02-5611745. Fax: 02-561-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

CENTER, PRIVATE HOUSE, garden,
quiet 5. kosher. For August. 53.000. Tel.

(02 )
625-1437.

REHAVIA, 3, NICELY renovated, fur-

nished. quiet, kosher, cable TV. June
30-augusl 3. Tel. 02-563-0022.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOME FOR ELDERLY
SENIOR CITIZENS PROTECTED
residence - Mtgdel Zahav - 2.5 rooms.
Tabu. S210.000. Tel- 02 563-0712.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
WANTED: METAPELET FOR 6 month
old twins, 6 days/weekly, light house-
work. in Givat Va'arim. Tel. 02-534-2204.

RENTALS
AZOREI CHEN, 5 large terrace, air
conditioning, doorman. Country Club.
YAEL REALTOR.

' ' ~ '

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT

RENTALS

SALES

6253.
(Maldan). Tel. 03-642-

EAST TALPIOT, BEAUTIFUL cottage,
5. ground floor, view, peaceful. TeL 02-
671 -6330.

GERMAN COLONY. UNIQUE, 3 or 4.
garden, basement, parking, long term. Im-
mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLLI
SIANI. Tel 02-623-5595.

HANASI NEXT DOOR to President's
house / 1 bedroom + saJon / 1st floor t

luliy furnished I fully equipped / TV /
stove / tridge / oven / newly, refurbished,
available / weekly / monthly. Tel. 02-
671-4202, 050-291-629.

MUSRARA- 4, 2 bathrooms, 2 porches,
fully lurnished. long term Tel. 02-6284-
530, 050-348707.

REHAVIA, 3.5 FURNISHED, balcony,
modem kitchen. AC. 3rd, S990. From
July. Tel- 050-235-S82(NS).

NEVE AVIVIM, NEW exclusive building.
4 large spacious rooms * balconies, over-
looking sea. immediate. B!NYAND ISCO.
Tel. 0M4T-278T.

NEVE AVIVIM, SABORAIM ST. 21.
model apartment lor sale, mini - pent-
house. amazing design + furniture. BIN-
YANE1 ISCO. Tef. 03-&1-2781.

RAMAT AVIV, LUXURIOUS apartment, 8
rooms, invested. 230 m.. SI.000.000.
Tel. 03-641-5350.

RAMAT HASHARON, NEW, private.
280sqm built, suitable for any profession.
03-6052701

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES/RENTALS
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE +
pool, air conditioning. Opposite sea.
Wonderful piace. Tel. 050-231-725.

HERZLIYA P1TUAH, HOUSE for
sale/rent 1/2 dunam, wonderful place.
Attractive price. Tel- 050-231-725.

TALBIEH, 3, 1ST floor, furnished, June
1. TeL (02) 653-6108

Jerusalem

SALES
INVESTMENTS

FANTASTIC HOUSE. MAHANEH Ye-
hudah. 173 m.. 3 yard, kitchen .dinette.

Tel. 02-538-5024. JUDAICA STORE, IN central tourist

center Jerusalem seeks partner / investor.

GERMAN COLONY. LARGE, unique 2.3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANI. Tel.

serious for expanded local market. Tel.

02-672*5111.

1 SITUATIONS VACANT 1

1
DWELLINGS fl General

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room j

merits, Ben Gurian Blvd., tourists / busi-

nessmen, short / long term. TeL 03-696-

9092. 050-358972.

OFFICE STAFF

SECRETARY HEBREW / ENGLISH,
mother tongue English + typing, WORD,
fufl Ume. TeL 02-822-1128.

Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
BEN YEHUDA, 2, fully furnished, long/
short term, Tel. 03-6196151 (NS).

SALES/RENTALS
FROM PRIVATE OWNER, 3, Gordon SL.
luxurious, air conditioned, tuliy fur-
nished. Immediate. Tel. 03-647-1643,
052-784960.

SLEEP-IN
References necessary. Tel. 02-62
4017.

SALES PERSONNEL
SALESPERSON FOR ART gallery, from
10:00 - 18:00. Good with languages.
Tcrf. 02-627-3757.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

GENERAL
KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED for per-
manent Job in Ramat Gan! High salary!
Call Micnai at 03-575-8255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SOLTTH-AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY Is-
rael based, requires many South Afri-
can/other live-in au pairs countrywide.
Top conditions + high salary. Wonderful
job opportunities. 03-6194)423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, frlend-
Dest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. Caff H3-
ma, Tel. (03) 965-9937.

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL
seeks 2 South African au pairs, Bve-in, for
2 families in Tel Aviv, $750. Tel. 03-
8201195, 052-452002. Families receive
one year guarantee on all our place-
ments!!

GANEI YEHUDA, HOUSEKEEPER,
five*, good conditions. TeL 03-534-0073
(eve.). Micftal or Ron).

METAPELET. PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Live-in / live-out Good con-
ditions. Tel. 03-537-1036.

OFFICE STAFF

SUCCESSFUL COMPANY IN Tel Aviv
Seeks typist English, quick, WORD pre-
ferred. foil time. Immediate. Tel. 03-609-
0908.

COMMERCIAL COMPANY IN AZUR
seeks secretary, English mother tongue,
Spanish desirable, full-time. Tel. 03-559-

Sharon Area

FOR FAMILY in Old City.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING HOUSEHOLD HELP, Her-
zltya, Sun-Thurs, total 10 hra. Tel. 052-
564525.

HERZUYA, AU PAIR (+ Uve-in). house-tog^
|
»»rt2 Sirt, I3.5).W.0M57.

UVE-1N/ OUT, light housekeeping,
a^hfldren. high salary, experienced + ref-
erences. Tal. 09-771-0463.

NEEDED - ENGLISH-SPEAKING au
pair/rtietapetet, Bve-out for 2 children -

1 1/2 and 2 1/2 years old. Light house-
work. flexible hours, good conditions,
references required. Netanya. Tel. 08-
661-0528.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FOR ELDERLY WOMAN, cooking am
light housework, pft or f/L Tel. 586-457:
eve- or 651-4050 days, ssez

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
1AWA MULTISYSTEM VCR. 6 mot
old, leaving country, must sell. $454
NIS 1550.TeL 02-62^5439.

PERSONALS
General

SEEKING
TESSA HOFFMAN: PLEASE get i.

touch with Bill GayCe at Fax 1-604-465
1157, or write to 12401 193 B Street PH
Meadows, British Columbia. Canada

VEHICLES
Genera!

UNRESTRICTED
CITROEN ZX (1.4), 94'. 55.000 km., ft
hand, onvate. TeL 09-957-2045. 05i
511-961 -

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
AHIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, leasing, trading. TeL 02-

377.

Legislative efforts afoot to

return Dodgers to Brooklyn
NEW YORK (AP) - Undeterred by a brushoff from Los Angeles

Dodgers owner Peter O’Malley, two Brooklyn congressmen on Monday
unveiled legislation aimed at making it easier to return the for-sale base-

ball team to its original home.
Apparently determined to continue tilting at this particular windmill.

Democratic Reps. Jeirold Nadler and CTiaries Schumer said their bill

would invalidate a Major League Baseball rule under which local own-
ers can veto a move by another team into their city.

Such a change would allow a iocaj group to make an offer for die

Dodgers without fear of a veto by New York Yankees owner George
Sieinbrenner or New York. Mets owner Fred Wilpon, the congressmen
said during a news conference at Brooklyn’s Borough Hall.
O’Malley, meanwhile, continues to negotiate with media mogul

Rupert Murdoch, who reportedly has offered $350 million for the

Dodgers. Last month, O’Malley rejected a request for a meeting with **•

representatives of a state commission seeking to brine the Dodgers back
to Brooklyn.

Monday’s news conference was a surreal combination of rose-tinted

nostalgia for the fabled “Bums” of Ebbets Field and hard-headed appeals

to the glory of unfettered free market capitalism.
In consecutive breaths. Nadler invoked the people of Brooklyn's

“birthright” to the Dodger franchise, which moved West in 1957, and

condemned the ”dictatorial power” of baseball owners to engage in a

“conspiracy against commerce."
Baseball's rules restricting Franchise movement — which include die

veto power given to owners already in a rnarkeu as well as a requirement
that ali franchise moves be approved by separate votes of American and
National League owners - are protected by a 1922 US Supreme Court

decision that held the sport exempt from antitrust laws.
However, challenges to such restrictions in other sports have been

upheld by courts in recent years and Schumer and Nadler said it’s now
rime for baseball ro be stripped of its antitrust exemption.

American Leaaue
East Division W L Pet GB
Baltimore 28 13 .663
New York 25 18 .581 4
Toronto 21 19 .525 6 %
Detroit. 19 23 .452 9*
Boston 16 24 .400 TIB
Central Division
Kansas City 20 20 .500
Cleveland 20 20 .500 _
Milwaukee 19 20 .487 %
Chicago 18 22 .450 2
Minnesota 17 26 395 4Jr
West Division
Texas 23 17 .675 _
Seattle 24 19 .558 A
Anaheim 21 20 .512 2’4

Oakland 17 27 .386 8

National
East Division w L Pet ®
Atlanta 30 13 .698

-

Honda 26 16 .619 3*

Montreal 24 17 .585 5

New York 23 20 .535 7

Philadelphia 16 26 .331 13#

Central Division
Houston 23 21 .523 -

Pittsburgh 21 21 .500' 1

SL Louis 17 25 .405 5
'

Chicago 15 27 .357 7

Cincinnati 13 29 .310 9
West Division
San Francisco 24 1 7 .585 -

Los Angeles 23 18 .561 i

Colorado 23 19 .548 1#
San Diego 16 25 .380 8

,
•—-- . -r. winy game scneauica.

™ San D
! «
g0
c
13’ Cincinnal1 Montreal 2, Los Angel*

Colorado 3; Chicago 15, San Francisco 4; Houston 9, Philadelphia 5;

Monda
NY 4.

Atlanta 7. Sl Louis 3.

Sports Editors: Joseph Hoffman & Oti Lewfe±:
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

Bass Paata Burchuladze joins the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra-

IBA to perform Shostakovich’s

1 3th ( "Babi Yar”) Symphony writ-

ten to poems by Yevgeny
Yevtushenko. Music director
David; Shatlon is on the podium
and- the program also features
Britten's orchestral Sinfonia da
Requiem and Schoenberg’s A
Survivor from Warsaw. Tonight
and tomorrow at the Henry Crown
Symphony Hall in Jerusalem (8).

Arye Lipsky leads the Haifa
Symphony Orchestra in Haydn’s

.suite ftom
h

RJciian? StraS’TSS 5? 0,6 rolling on his special ‘A Quick
'h^se/rkavalier, while violist Rivfca

rnp to the Supermarket, ’ on Channel 2 at 9:05 p.m.

rSSL-
01* P^!"!erc of Yehezkel our way by the PR people and by positive, if five-

whl? ,s m aiTanSement month-old, word of mouth from friends abroad, it’s

°f
30 e¥1,er sonata he com- hard to grasp exactly what the great fuss was about

a
.

p5?
ys ^auShan

' The picture seems, at this late date, little more than afiv. .
—~— *augiioii

wShiams s evocative Flos campi written for viola,
wohDess choir and strings. Tonight and tomorrow
at'the Haifa Auditorium (8:30) and Saturday in Kfar
Saya (9). . .

TELEVISION
- ' ELANA CHIPMAN
. ."V*

-’&*• •

Qfennel 2 has lined up a local comedy evening
£tw$ght First at 9:05, is Pan 1 of a Sefi Rivlin sper
citf£A Quick Trip to the Supermarket. "Rivlin pops
outtb take out the garbage and buy something in die
-supermarket, but somehow the short trip is drawn
•xiul forever, contributing to the rising chaos.
“r^dHowingthat at 10, is Girls; a one-time comedy
and satire show which looks at Israeli existence
from a strictly feminine critical perspective. Seven
actresses have worked together to write and per-

form in this show which spares no one, regardless
of religion, race, sex or politics.

;•• • FILM

Adina Hoffman

***U2THE ENGLISH PATIENT - Watching
- Anthony. Minghella’s Oscar-winning film after

absorbing the clouds of second-hand smoke blown

respectably made bit of high-class kitsch, a some-
times moving, often rather silly love story set in a
series of exotic locales and peppered with just

enough literary leavings from Michael Ondaatje’s
lyrical novel to make it acceptable to “discriminat-
ing'’ viewers. It's a rare film these days that dares
.venture such overwrought good looks and gushing
emotions, and for this sensual extravagance
Minghella does deserve praise. The movie is

admirably free of cynicism. (At two hours and 40
minutes, it’s also much too long.) With Ralph
Fiennes, Kristin Scott Thomas and Juliette Binoche.
(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Not recom-
mended for children.)

THE RELIC - Set almost entirely within
the walls of a Chicago natural history museum, Peter

Hyams’s cleverly trashy new honor-thriller abides

by all the rules in the midnight-movie book. The tide,

one assumes, is meant to be ironic. Besides the liter-

al relic at the center of the plot - a mysterious and
apparently demonic tribal figurine packed in a crate

ofgenetically mutating Brazilian banana leaves - the

real relic in question seems to be the picture itself, a
neatly constructed, psychologically canny remnant
of an antique genre, foe funny yet frightening sci-fi

flick. Penelope Ann Miller and Tom Sizemore star;

alongside a lumbering movie monster with a long,

sticky tongue and knack for speedy decapitation.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guid-

ance strongly advised.)
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ACROSS
lGoes into new recipes (7)

5Big drinks bring people to

court (71

SNothing very loud, the

“Ifueen may be present (5)

lONurse felt funny, taking ill

3)

Ufle goes ahead to walk the

dog (4,6)

12Third man is unusually

able 14)

14 Train-bearers (7,5)

18 Not how other people

vould picture you? (4*8)

21 Measure part ofthe rigging

(4)

22 Fight before the wedding

00)

25 Began by being put in the

picture (9)

281 star in a moving

production (5)

27 Shell, one that’s cracked

0-4)

28 View from the flats (7)

DOWN
1 Throw a line to one in
trouble (6)

2 A result of some
consequence (6)

3 Dishonest dealers (4-6)

4 Take vain steps to provide
support (5)

5 Rapid rise, sadly, in
dilapidation (9)

6 Rons amok with samovars
(4)

7 Pushed the boat out in
Paris? (4,4)

8 It’s not in one’s own
interest to act in such a
way (8)

13 It’s no good to repeat to the
ignorant (10)

15 It Is held to provide a
dearer view of things (9)

16 Iran says it’s uneasy about
an ancient neighbour (8)

17 He raises unnecessary
fears ofa mistral storm (8)

19 Make firm pay up (6)

20 Stout king in his den (6)

23Mountains in the Arabian
desert (5)

24 She sets sail (4)

SOLUTIONS

aaatnaanana anas
anas dasoinnJciaBnannaan
HSBaQBS HUIDQDDS3EBB EsaanssanaHSSEEnSEQ
sSHsasssanaca _a a h s Bana Bsaoaaiuansasn
ssasaancan nanssasoasHHO
asam onamaonasH

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Naughty, 5 Cull, 7

Wimer, 8 Grjuuat, 10 Naif, 11
Creditor, 18 Tagged, 14 Merlin, 17
Embedded. 19 WelC 21 Enter. 22
Pearl, 2S Exrun*. Z4 HoSday.
DOWN: 1Now end then. 2 Upswing,
3 Hart, 4 Yogurt, 5 Chandler, 6

limit, 9 Wrongfully, 12 Vendetta,
IS Leotard, IS Hejurtfa, 16 Bunwn,
20 Opal

««»_ Zmm
m
u
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S
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quick crossword

ACROSS
1 Groove (6)

4 Money(slang) (5)

8 Supple (5)

9 Argument (7)

10 Aperture (7)

11 Staunch (4)

12 Recede (3)

14 Stupefy (4)
„

18 Beverage (3)

21 Wealthy (4)

23 Strange (7)

25 Storm (7)

26 Entertain (5)

27 Fortunate (5)

28 Eatable (69

DOWN
1 Hawk (6)

2 Withdraw (7)

8 Compliant (8)

4 Foundation (4)

5 Burst forth (5)

6Imagined (6)

7 Proverb (5)

13 Severe
snowstorm (8)

16 Disturb 17)

17Piti)ess*(6)

19 Reduce (5)

20 Strict (6)

22 Droll (5)

24 Gainsay (4)

CHANNEL 1

530 News flash

6:31 News in Arabic
6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 John NesM-
Sadptor
830 Haw lo Draw
Cartoons
930 Social Sciences
930 English

9:45 For the very young
10:15 100 Years of
Zionism
11:15 Geography
11:40 Judaism
1205 Must
1235 Science and
Technology
13:00 In the Heat of

the Night

14:00 Surprise Train

1420 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
1435 Quentin Quack
15:00 Animals

CHANNEL 1

1530 Motormice from
Mars
1535 Booty
16:00 Garffeid
1&25 Yeladudes
1&50 Super Ben
16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Zappy Culture
18:15 News in English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Ramffy Matters
1930 News in Arabic

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

1931 Jukebox
20:00 News
20:45 Conference Cal
2130 The Cape
22:30 No Man’s Land
23:00 Next ol Kh
2330 News
00:00 Daily Verse

CHANNEL 2

6H5 Todays

1630 America's
Funnies People
1635 SpeUtrinder

16£0 Forests of the

World
17:15 Border Town
1830 french programs
19:00 News in French
1930 News headlines

19:35 Grace Under
Fire

20:00 Challenges
21:10 Spenser for Hire

2230 News in English

2225 Cobra
23:15 Hart to hart

MIDDLE EASTTV

7:00 TV Shop
14:30 The 7D0 Club
15:00 Garbed
15:30 Derans the

Menace
16:00 Larry King

17:00 Family
Challenge
17:45 Beakman’s
World
1830 Perfect

6:30 Johnny Quest
6:58 This Morning

930 Rhrka hfichaeS

ftSSSenora
10:45 Dynasty
11:40 Yaren London's
Parfiament
12:40 Israeli music
13:00 Kate and Bte
1330 Junior News
14:00 Kids of Degrassi
Street

1430 TcTac
15.-00 tteh and Mfe*
1538 Madison
1&00 Bold and
Beautiful

17:00 News magazine
l730SporTV
18:00 Roseame
18:33 Touched by an
Angel
1925 Blind Date
20:00 News
2030 Wheel of Fattens

21:05AQuick Trip to

the Supermarket

-

comedy special with •

SefiRMm
22:00 Girts -seven
actresses look at life In

Israel

2238 NYPD Blue
23:33 Haim's Dream
-Haim
SohochowskYs col-

lection of animals
grew into

Beersheba's zoo
00rt5 Reckless (1984)

-a “good gif and a
rebeT fafl in love. With

Aidan Quinn and
Darryl Hannah.
00:00 News
00rt5 Recktess-conL
1^3 Final Sale
(Hebrew) -a efrug

dealer and his girt-

Wend flee Tel Aviv

2:48 Micky Gavrielov

in Concert
3:33 On the Edge of

theSheN

JORDAN TV

15-^0 Holy Koran
15:35 French programs

isras Saved by the BeR
19^0 Showbiz
19:30 World News
Tonight

2W» Coach
20^5 Dave's World
20:50 Newharl
21:15 Movie: Panic in

the Skies
23:00 CNN
23^0 The 700 Club
00:00 Quantum
Shoppmg

fTV 3 (33)

18:00 Power Rangers
16:30 Animal
Detectives

17:00 Are You Being
Served?
17:30 From Day to

Day
18.-00 Her Majesty's

Tears
19:00 News in Arabic

19:30 Documentary in

Russian
20:00 News
20:45 Just for Laughs
21:15 Jufo Igiesias

22:00 The Detectives

22^0 The Oba-Oba
Nightclub

23:30 Entrainment
News

ETY 2 (23)

15.-30 AH Together

Now
16:00 Homeland
16^0 Pilar of Fire

17^0 Palettes

18d)0 Dites MoITout
18:30 Family

Relafians

19^)0 Mind Your

19raOVs3Vis
2tk00 A New Evening
20^0 Basic Arabic

21:00 Star Trek: Deep
Space 9
21:45 Equinox
22:45 Zorribit

23.-15 tsraefi Pop

FAMILY CHANNEL

7:00 Good Everrog
wflh Guy Pines (rpt)

7:30 Love Story wtth

Yossi Styas

8:00 (rpt)

9:00 One Lte to Live

9:45 The Young and
the Restless (r^)
10-^0 Days erf Our
Lives [rm
11:15Angara (rpt)

12rtW Bamaby Jonas
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco

13&S Hope and
Gloria

14>-00 Dalas
14d50 Days of Our
UVQS
15^5 The Nanny
16.-00 Hercules
18rt5Zingara
17^0 Good Evening
wflh Guy Pines
18^0 Local broadcast
1&30 One Life to Live

19:15 The Young and
the Restless

20dJ0 Sunsel Beach
20:40 Good Evening
vrtth Noah TteHtf on
the set of Sunset

21:45 Savannah
22:30 Love Story with
Yossi Siyas

23:00 SeinfeJd

2325 Babylon 5 00:15
ENG Newsroom
t:05 BamabyJones

MOVE CHANNEL

11:30 Zoo-Oplis

(1989)

13:05 Seeing Stars
13^5ADay in

October (1992) (rpt)

15:35 LWe Noises
(1991) -an aspiring

writer steals a dear
mute’s poems With
Tatum O'Neal
17:10 Kaleidoscope
(1992) -a private eye
persuades an orphan

to meet her long-iosl

sisters. WBh
Jacqueline Smith
18*5 Quest for

Justice (1992) (rpt)

20:15 Somebody to

Love (1994) - bitter-

sweet comedy about a
Las Vegas dancer
waiting tor a break.
With Rosie Perez,

Harvey Keitei and
Anthony Quinn
22ri» LA Story

.

(1991) — a wacky LA.
weatherman loses his

iob, Ns girlfriend and
his zest for He, unfia
visaing British journal-

ist provides a new
romance. With Steve
Martin. Victoria

Tennant and Richard
E. Grant
23:35 The
Swordsman fl (1 993)
- an antkpjes dealer

finds out trial he is a
reincarnation of an
ancient warrior
1.-10 Hidden Fears
(1992) - a woman de-
covers evidence about
her husband’s murder
2:45 Sink (1993) -a
bfetd vfelinfet is pre-
sent at a brutal murder

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9tfOAfceln
Wonderland
9:30 Center ofThings
9:45 Pink Panther
1(k20 Party Of Frve

10^ Center of Things

11:00 Little University

11:20 Center ofThings
11:40 Moesha
12:00 Cream wfth

Micrial Yanai

12^0 Hugo
13:00 Make-believe
Closet

13r10Mot
13:35 The Muddies
14.-00 Simba Lion King

14^0 Mighty Max
15:00 Cater o( Things

15:15 Pink Panther
15:50 Wend Science
16^5 Welcome
Freshmen
17:00 The Bottle

17:30 Twisted Tales of
Fefix

18rtW Hugo
18:30 Tazmania
19rtX) Little Flying

Bears
19:30 Fun on Six

2th00 Animaniacs
20dZ0 Married with

Chadren
20:45 Roseanne
21:15 Cosby Show
21:40 Different World

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Welherby
(1985) -a strange
guest afffiears uninvit-

ed at a Yorkshre
schoolteacher's party

and returns the next

day to kill himself. The
pofice investigation

uncovers dark secrets.

With Vanessa

Richardson and Is

Holm.
23*5 The
Arrangement (196
a successful adve
decides his Be is

meaningless and

strangely. With KHc

Htunn 1 Newsflash
19:30 1 jukebox

iFunonSix

Sunset
Beach

Conference
i

Can

The Cape

!
Wheel of

If"*™ Sg
with Noah
Tishbion

A Quick Trip 2^1°*
to the 22*1

Supermarket Beacn

-comedy

Somebody
to Love

No Man’s
Land

Next of Kin

LoveStoi
with Yost

LA Story

Animanlacs Plants and

Married Coca

Children
IflwlvlRKN
Magic and
Miracles

Roseannq
The Inn of
Spirits

Cosby

Different
Worid

look at He In

Israel

NYPD Blue

Selnfebl

Douglas. Faye
Dunaway and
Deborah Kerr.

Directed by EBa
Kazan.

CHANNELS

6:00 Open University

8:00 Beyond 2000
8^5 Healthy Body
9:00 Future Quest,
part 8: Doomsday (rpt)

9:30 Mozart Requiem
10:10 Sinfonietta:

Everywhere
10-A5 Perahta plays
Mazarfs Plano
Concerto No. 27
11^5 Richard Strauss
12:45 Where the

Heron Finds a Home
13M0 Plants and
People: Betadanna
and Mandrake
13:50 Mysteries.

Magic, Mkactes:
Haunted Hollywood

14:15 The Inn of

Spats with Doran
Neshen Freedom (rpt)

1520 LA Divine (rpt)

16:10 NationalSExplorer

University

perafive:

The Constitution

I9ri» Cats and Dogs
2WM) Plants and
People: Coca
20^5 Mysteriaa,

Magic and Miracles

21:00 The Inn of

Spiritswih Doran
Nesrier Reincarnation

22rilO Strictly

Supernatural: Seance
22^0 National

.

Geogr^jhfc Explorer

New Leras of the
Rainforest

23:30 Open Unrversity

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Executive Lifestylas

6^0 VIP
7rtW The Ticket

7^0NBC Nightly

News
&00 Today
I0d)0 European
Squawk Box
11:00 European
Money Wheel
15:30 CNBC Squawk
Box (US)
17:00 Interiors by

STAR PLUS

6:30 Nine to Five
7:00 Madeleine Cooks
7:30 0 Joe
B.-00 EeW the Cat
8:30 Oprah Winfrey
9^0 Chicago Hope
10:30 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

12rtX) Hindi programs
13:30 Lost r Space
14^30 Black Beauty
15.-00 Charles in

17^0 Art and Practice

of Gardening
18.-00 The Sfle

19:00 National

Geogaphic Television
- Tigers of the Snow
20:00 The Ticket

-

report from Cannes
20:30 VIP

•

2I.D0 DateJfoe

22:00 Euro PGA Tour
23rt)0 TontaW Show
OOriJOLale Night with
Conan O'Brien

IrtJO Later

1:30 NBC hSghtfy News
teOO Tor«ghv Shew
(rpO

MOVIES

15^0 Madeleine
Cooks
16:00 Hindi programs
1830 Star News
1930 "ABo 'ADo

19:30 The X-FBes
2th30 Bold and
Beautifii

21:00 Santa Barbara
22:00 Star News
22:30 LA Law
23^0 Picket Fences
00:30 Vegas
1:30 Oprah Winfrey

CHANNEL 5

6^0 Bocfiesfn Motion

16riW Bodes bi Motion

16:30 VMeybat Israel

vs. Slovakia

18:00 Table Tennis:

National Cup games
18:45 Wrestling

20^0 Haifa

International Swim
Meet
22rt)0 Soccer.

Champions' League

-

Juventus profile

23.*00Boxrng

EUROSPORT

9:30 Golf: Women’s
EPGA
1030 Eurogoals
11:00 Motorcycling:

haflan Grand Prix

13:00 Wheefes
1330 Motocross
14.-00 Touring Car
15:00 Slam Magazine
1530 Fun Sports

1630 Gymnastics:
European Masters
18:00 Tennis: ATPTow
1930 Weighttifting:

European
Chanpionshrp
2030 Motors Magazine

2130 Weighttifting:

European
Championship
23.-00 Darts

00:00 Soccer UEFA
Cup FinaJ - Inter Milan

vs. Schalke 04
130 Tennis: ATP Tour
2:00 Olympic Magazine

STAR SPORTS

6:30 Boating

7:00 Soccer. Wbrtd
Cup Hatirt Fame
730 Rugby Super

Championship - final

11:00 Cycling

1130 Gymnastics:

Wbmen's NCAA
12:30 Asian Soccer
13:30 International

Motosports News
1430 Rugby Super
League
1830 Cycling:

17:00 Basketball: ATP
Tour. AT&T Crialenge
-final

18:30 Water Sports:

1930 Spanish Soccer
20:00 inside PGA Ibur

2030 Golt EPGA
Tour English Open
21:30 WbrfdW&e

23:30 International

Motocspofts News
00:30 Baskeibati: ATP
Tour, AT&T Challenge
-final

£00 Inside PGA Tour
2:30Cycfing

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
730 Britain in View
8:00 Newsdesk
9:30 Hard Talk (rpt)

10:30 Britate in View
1130 TomontwYs
World (rpt)

12:30 Hard Tak (rpt)

1330 Film ’97 (rpt)

14:00 Newsdesk
15:30 Britah it View
16:15 World Business
16:30 Asia-Pactfc

Newshour
17:30 Clothes Show
18.35 Hard Talk

19:30 Cities ofthe

Future

2030 Worid Today
21:30 Hard Talk (rpt)

22:30The Money

930 Basketball:

Women’s ABC

23:30 Top Gear
0030 Newsdesk &
World Buslnass
1:00 Asia Today -

2:10 Newsnight

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the

So Work! Report
7:30 Insight

8:30 Moneyite (rpt)

930 Wbrid Sports
10:30 Showbiz Today
11:30 CNN Newsroom
12:30 Worid Report
13:30 American
Edition

13:45 Q& A (ipt)

14:00 Asian News
14:30 Wbrid Sport

1530 Asian News
15:30 Busfoess Asia
16:00 Larry Kin Live

17:30 Wbrid Sport

18:30 Style

19:30 Q & A
20:45 American Etfition

21:00 Worid Business
21:30 CNN Worid News
22:00 Larry King Live

2330 European News
23:30 Instant

0030 Wbrid Business
Today Update
0030 Worid Sport
130 Wbrid View
230Moneytine

VOICE OF MUSIC

636 Morning Concert
935 Barber Adagio
lor strings; Brahms:
Quintet m B minor for

clarinet and strings op
115; Shostakovich:

VioGri concerto no 1;

Mozart Symphony no
34; Walton:
Symphony no 1;

Bach; Brandenburg
Concerto no 5
1230 Light Classical
- Vertfc La foraa del

destino overture;

Chopin: Waftz inA
minor op 34/2; Grieg:

Anitra’s Dance from

Pear Gynt; Rimsky-
Korsakov: Fandango
Asturiana from
Capriocio espagnole;
Venft Gypsy Chorus
fromm II Trovatore;

Saint-Saens: Danse
macabre; Beethoven:

Adaoo cantaMe;

Polonaise bom
Eugene Onegin;
Rossini: William Tell

overture

1330 Artist of the
Week— cellist

Mstislav

Rostropovich. Works
by Schnittke: Cello

concerto no 2\ Adagio
from Trio for viofin,

cello and piano
14:06 Encore
1530 Keys
1630 D. Scarlatti: 4
Sonatas; Haydn:
Sonata no 52; Daniel
- 13th-century mysr

SoY&hezkei
Braun: Psalm for

strings; Grieg: Piano
concerto inA minor,
Britten: Our Hunting
Fathers; Hamilton
Harty: Irish Symphony
2035 Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra-
IBAconcL David
ShaDon, soloist Paata
Burohoiadza (bass),

Notre Dame
University Men’s
Choir. USA. Britten:

Sinfonia de Requiem,'
Schoenberg: Survivor
from Warsaw;
Shostakovich:

Symphony no 13

23:00 Golden
Generation -
Forgotten Vtoiinists.

Johanna Martzy -
Mozart Violin concer-
to no 3;

Mendelssohn: VcBri
concerto

HTRUCAI PM
CINEMATHEQUE Ufe On A String
5 - Pillow Book 7:15 • People vs
Larry Flynt 9:45 - Weekend 930
G.G. GIl Jerusalem Mall (Malha) *
6786448 Blood and Wine«The
Saim*=Relle 5. 7:15, 9:45 • Dante’s
PeakocThe Associate 5. 7:15, 9:45 -

MlchaekcThe Chamber 5, 7:15. 9:45 •

Space Jam 8 5. 7:15. 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus
St. * 5610011 When the Cat's
AwayceKolya 7, 930 RAV CHEN 1-7
v 6792799 Credit Card Reservations
« 6794477 Rav-Mecher Building, 19
Ha'oman Sl, Tatoiot Melrxx»Everyone
Says l Love You 5, 730, 9:45 -

Maximum RiskaoThe Devil’s Own 5.

7:30. 9:45 • The English Patient 3.

6:15. 930 - Marvin's Room 5. 730.
9:45 * 101 Dalmatians 5. 7:30. 9:45
MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL *
570O86B Jury Maguire«»R(dleule 5.
7:15. 9:45 SMADAR « 5618168
Shine 5. 10 - Secrets and Lies 7:15
TEL AVIV
D1ZENGOFF * 5101370 Blood and
Wine n a.m.. 1, 3, 5, -7:45. ID Kotya
11 a-iru 1. 3. 5. 7:45. 10 - Taxi 11 a.m,
1, 3, 5, 730, 10 GAT Everyone Says I

Love You 5. 730. 9:45 GORDON
Evlta 5:30, 7:45 - Citizen Kane 10
G.G. HOD 1-4 v 5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 Dizengotf St. The
Chamber»oDante's Peak 5, 730, 10 •

Empire of the Senses 10 • Space Jem
5, 730 • Ridicule 5, 730, 10 LEV The
English Patient 11 a.m., 2, 5, 630, 9*30

• Shine 11;15, 2, 4:30. 8, 10 • Secrets
and Uas il ajn., 1:45, 4:30. 7:1S, 10 •

Prisoner of the Mountains 11:15 a.m.,

6:30,8:15 • Beautiful Thing 1:1 5, 330.
10 G.G. PE*ER The Chamben»The
Associate- Ridicule 5, 730, 10 * The
SaintoDante's Peak 5, 730, 10 RAV-
CHEN tr 5282288 Dizengoff Center
Maximum Risk«The Devirs Own 2:30,

5, 730, 9:45 - 101 Dalmatians 230, 5,

730, 9:45 - JenyMaguire 2, 430, 7:15,
9:45 • Mere 230, 5, 730, 9:45 * Return
of the JedI £15. 4;45. 7:15, 9:45 RAV-
OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera House
CreshuoManrin's Room 5. 730. 9:45 >

Big NlghtvTwo Days in me Valley 5,
7:30, 9:45 * The People vs Larry Rym
5, 7:15, 9:45 GLG. TEL AVIV v
528H81 65 Pinsker St. The
Asscciate«Reltc=oThe Saint 5, 730.

TEL AVIV MUSEUM When the Cat's
Away 5, 8, 10
HAIFA .

CINEMA CAFfe AMAMI « 8325755
Secrets end Lies 7, 930 • Breaking
U» Waves 6:45. 9:30 GLOBECrTY
•8569900 The ChambersBlood and
Wine 4AS. 7:15. 9:45 * The
AssodatewThe saint 4:45, 7: 15, 9:45 •

Relic 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 • Space Jam
MORIAH *6643654 Shine 730, 9:30
ORLY * 8381868 Everyone Says I

Love You 7. 9:15 PANORAMA Blood
and Wine 4:30. 7, 930 - Kolya 430, 7 •

The Associate 430, 7, 930 • The Saint
9:30 RAV-GAT 1-2 » 8674311 The
English Patient»Maxlmum Risk 4:45,

7, 9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 » 8416898
Maximum Risk 4:45, 7. 9:30 • The
English Patient 6. 9:15 • 101
Dalmatians 5, 7, 9:30 - Jerry Maguire
4:1 6. 7, 9:30 - Marvin's Room«The
Devil's Own 4:45. 7. 930 • Metro 4:30.

7. 9:30 RAV-OR 1-3 » 8246553 Metro
4:30. 7, 9:30 • The Devil’s Own 4:45, 7,

9:15 • Jerry Maguire 4:15, 7, 930
AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 The English
Patient 6:15, 9:15 - MetrosBlood and
Wine 7. 930
ARAD
STAR *9950904 The Saint»Relie
7:15, 9:45 • Mars AttscksI 7:15
Romeo and Juliet 9:45

. ARIEL
Romeo and Juliet 9
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 The
Sainl»Blood and WfitewReflc 5, 730,
10 - MichaelsDante's Peak 5, 7:30. 10
G.G. ORI 1-3 * 711223 Space
Jam«Shlne 5, 730. 10 - Secrets and
Lies 4:45, 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN
*8661120 The English Patient 6:15.
9:15 • The Devil's
Own»MBtro>oMaximum Risk 5, 7:30,
9:45 • Romeo and Juliet 5, 7:15, 9:45 *

Jerry Maguire 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
ASHKECON
G.G. GIL U 729977 Blood and Wine
»The Saint-Relic 5, 730. 10 -

Kohra-Dame’s Peak 5, 730, 10 RAV
CHEN Maximum RIstoeThe Devirs
Own ooMetra 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Jerry
Maguire 4:30, 7;15, 9:45 - The English
Patient 6:15. 9:15
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN MetrouThe Saint 5,
7:30, 9:45 * Maximum Risk 5. 730.
9:45 - Bleed and Wine 5. 730, 9:45 -

The English Patient 630, 930 • The
Chamber 7:30. 9:45 - Jerry Maguire
43a 7:15. 9:45 - Space Jam 5
BEJ=RSHi=BA
G.G. GIL ®6440771 Dante's
PeaknRellc«Shlne 5, 7:30, IQ •

Breaking theWaves 630, 9:30. Space
Jam 4:45 G.G. QRI >6103111 Blood
and Wine «The Assoclate^The
Chamber S, 730, 10 * The Saint 5,
730. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 >8236278
The English Patient 6:30, 930 * Jerry
Maguire 430. 7:15, 9:45 • Metre S,
730, 9:45 • Maximum Risk 5, 7:30,
9:45
EILAT
GIL The AssocfateooThe Chamber

730, 10 • Breaking the Waves 6:30,

9:30
HADERA
LEV The English Patient 6:45. 9:30 -

Blood aid Wine 8. 10 > The Saint 6, B,

10 Metro 6, 8, 10 - 101 Dalmatians 6

-Space Jan 5
HERZLIYA
COLONY*6902666 Jerry Maguire
ooTIib Devil's Own 5:15, 7:45. 10:15
HOLIDAY The Associate 730. 10
STAR » 589066 The Chamber 730,
10 • Metro 730. 10 • The English
Patient 8:45, 9:45.,
HOD HASHARON
GIL BloOd and WlneooThe Associate
5. 730, io • Breaking the Waves
630, 930 • Space Jam 4:45 - Secrets
and Lies 7:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-
logue) 5
KARMIE
CINEMA MetrowMaxlmum Risk 7

«s'D
I
ciwft

9thih PaBent 6:15'

'

<3:G - _GIL ®7e77370 Blood and
wlne«The.Chamber 5, 730, 10 - TheEnglish Patient 6:30, 9:30 . Soaca
Jam 4:45 * The Saint 5, 7:30. ro •
MetroooRellc 5, 730 - Shine in .

3!?
d L[fts1°* T»w Associate

^RYAj-BIAUK
Sr
G^^ILJh

t A^oclate 7:15, 3^45 -
The Chamber 7:15, 9:45 • Dante's Peak
7:15, 9:45 - The Saint 7:T5TgSI
MaguirewReilc 7:15, 9:45 . ri«

SSl^Ti ™ Sccre“
WRYAT SHMOhW

and Wine
iaJr 9

i?°
* Secrel® Lies 4:30.

SP|?® Jam 4:30 Breaking

HEICHAL HATARBUT Star Wars
orou
UPPER NAZARETH

Dante’s Peak~Blood
and Wine 430. 7, 930 - Shina*The
Saint 4:30, 7. 930 - Maximum

NESs'lioNA
0,

7

’ 930

G.G. GIL 1-4 » 404729 Blood end
WnewThe Saint 5, 7:30, 10 - The
g^nher«The Associate 5. 7:30. 10

G.G. GIL 1-5 w 628452 Blood and
Wine»The Associate 5, 7:30, 10 - The
Chamberv»The Saint 5, 7:30, 10 .

Shine 10 . Relic 5, 730 RAV CHEN *
8618570 The English Patient 6:30.
9:30 • Maximum Risk 5. 7:30, 9:45 *

orakJva
DftVi,’s 0m 5 ’ 7:3°- 8:45

RAV CHEN 6262758 The English
Patient 8:15, 9:15 • Everyone Says l

ss'Ygfcgr’
79:30

??: - G
.
,L 1-4 Relic«The

SainboEmpIre ol the Senses 5. 7:30,
10 • Breaking the Waves 6:30. 930 -

Space Jam 4:45
PCTAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Blood end
WlneooMaxImum Risk 5, 7:30. 10 •

Metro 5, 7:30. 10 The English
Patient G.G. RAM 1-3 * 0340818
Shlne«Kolya 7:30, lO • Secrets
and Lies 7:15, 10 SIRKfN The
Saint do The Associate « The
Chamber 5. 7:30. 10 • Dante’s
PeakwRelic 5. 7:30, 10 - The
English Patient 6:30. 9:30 • Space
Jam 4:45
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Secrets and Lies 830
PARK Blood and W!ne-»The
Associate 5, 7:30, 10 • Maximum
Risk 5. 7:30. 10 • Jerry Maguire
7:30, 10 The English Patient
6:30. 9:30 • Space Jam 5
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The
English Patient 3, 6:15, 930 - Marvin’s
Room 5, 7:30, 9:45 Everyone Says I

Love You 730. 9:45 • Blood and Wine
5. 730, 9:45 * Space Jam 5
RAV-OASIS 1-3 » 6730687
Maximum Risk 5, 730, 9:45 * The
Chamben»Metro 5. 730, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Blood and Wine 5:15,
7:30. 10
REHOVOT
CHEN The Associate 730, 9;45 -

When the Cat’s Away 7:15 • The
Prisoner of the Mountains 9:45 « Kolya
7:15, 9:45 RAV MOR The Chambw
wBiood and Wine 5, 7:30, 9:45 •

Everyone Says f Love YouwMaximum
Risk 5. 730, 9:45 -“nie English Patient
6: IS. 9:15 • Metro 5. 7:30, 9:45
RIShON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Dante's
Peak«Romeo and Jutlet»The Devil’s
Own 730. 10 GIL 1-3 The
AssochneeaThe - SalnfoBlood and
Wine 5. 7:30. 10 HAZAHAV The
Chember<»Tha Saint 5, 730, 10 -

Metro**Blood and Wine 5. 730. io •

The English Patient 630. 930 • Space
Jam 4:45 RAV CHEN The English
Pateini 630, 9:30 - Marvin’s
Room^Maximum Risk S. 730. 9:45 .
Metro^S. 7:30. 9:45 STAR Maximum

7:3
?’ 10 ’ JsnY Maguire to .

v&LJM'r? the JedI 10

™fssn
9:46 •^

"ikSlS
"ntes
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Driving test scam ‘a national problem’
Top Transport Ministry official pledges crackdown on illegal drivers

By DAVID HARRIS

The driving instructors and examiners corruption

scandal is no! restricted to the North, but affects the

whole cuunirv. Transport Ministry Director-

General Nahum Langerttal told the Knesset

Economics committee yesterday.

Lanaental pledged hi.s ministry would find and

deal with the thousands of drivers who did not

legitimately pass their tests. "If the current law is

not sufficient I will recommend to Transport

Minister |
Yitzhak Levy I the introduction of new

legislation."

In January, the police Northern District launched

an investigation. and on Sunday arrested 1 3 exam-

iners and" five instructions for allegedly taking

bribes in exchange for allowing driving students to

pass without taking the required 28-lesson mini-

mum or achieving the required driving standard.

More arrests are expected, according to Dep.-

Cmdr. Yitzhak Bashan, who is leading the- inquiry.

“in my opinion, this is one of the most serious

criminal occurrences in the history of the State of
Israel," said committee chairman Eli Goldschmidt
(Labor). “With 600 killed on the roads every year

and thousands injured we are always asking what
we can do, yet here we find people who don't know
how to drive being allowed on the road and as such
are potential killers”

There is already initial evidence that these drivers

are more likely to be involved in accidents. “There
is a clear link between those holding these licenses

and the number of accidents in the North," said

Bashan, who described the evidence as irrefutable.

Asked by whether the scandal has affected every
driving school and test center in the North, Bashan
replied. “Everyone who had to know, knew."
Findings of the police investigation include:
• Despite the legal requirement of 28 lessons, and

students having to sign a form to confirm they have

taken this number, many have taken far fewer than

this, even- as few as five.

• On many occasions students passed their tests

despite the examiner having applied the brakes on

several occasions during the exam.
• When questioned many of these students knew

little or nothing of driving theory.

- Usually where two students were examined

together, one would always pass. The examiner

would be told in advance which of the two to pass.

The scam was initially started in late 1 990 or

1991 by one or two people. This figure increased

over the years, to the extent the police do not know
how many people were involved, claiming many
have already retired.

» There are now thousands of drivers on the roads

who passed their tests in the North by means of

these irregularities.

“There was an administrative failure," admitted

National Examiners chairman David Ben-Shabbat.

Kasparov: Deep Blue had unfair advantage
By URIEL HEILMAN

World chess champion Gany
Kasparov yesterday expressed his

lack of confidence in the IBM team

that created the computer Deep

Blue - the machine which defeated

him in a recent chess match some
engineers have hailed as the begin-

ning of the Information Age.

Speaking at a press conference at

the Tel Aviv Hilton shortly after his

arrival in the country to promote the

opening of a new chess academy in

Tel Aviv, he said the computer team

had created a "hostile atmosphere."

It had done this, he said, by
approaching the match as an adver-

sarial event rather than a scientific

experiment in greater understand-

ing of artificial intelligence.

Kasparov also criticized the reluc-

tance of die IBM team to release a
prim-out of Deep Blues “thinking

process" after the match.

Just as an athlete must go through

drug tests after an outstanding per-

formance, he said. Deep Blue

should have gone through tests after

the match to ensure that engineers

did not help the computer during

the contest.

“We must separate science and
sports." said Kasparov, explaining

that the machine had several unfair

advantages. "The computer doesn’t

care about psychological pressure

like the air conditioning or noise in

the hall." he said, adding that unlike

its human opponent. Deep Blue
does not tire or get frustrated. "I

played a strong opponent with no
previous knowledge of it." he con-

tended.

"1 would like to leave my prob-

lems behind and look forward to the

next match, which IBM owes to

mankind, which I didn’t represent

very well at the last match," said

Kasparov.

He insisted that to ensure the fair-

ness of a future match, games
should be limited to one per day,

Kasparov should be supplied with

records of games the computer

played in the lab, and Deep Blue's

thinking process should be released

at the end of the match to guard
against foul play.

The new chess academy
Kasparov hascome to promote will

be dedicated tomorrow at 5 p.m. It

aims toeducate youngsters in chess,

create a program for including

chess in educational curricula

around the world, train chess

instructors, and support the prolifer-

ation of chess playing and chess

studies around the world. The
Ramat Aviv academy will also

house a regular library.

Funding for the academy has
come from Sol Mark, who does not

know how to play chess, and the Tel

Aviv Municipality. Mark said he

Israeli sues TWA for $6.5m. after being pulled off flight
By MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK - The Israeli owner of a
Manhattan jazz club, fuming that he was too

late to visit with his dying father in Tel Aviv, is

suing TWA for $6.5 million, after his arrest

following his questioning TWA's no-smoking
rule.

Reuven Barzilai, who owns Arthurs jazz

club in Greenwich Village, was en route to see

his father, Shaye. in Petah Tikva's Rabin

Medical Center-Beilinson Campus on January

22. He was hauled off his TWA flight and

arrested at Kennedy Airport after complaining

to TWA flight personnel about an unexpected

ban on smoking for the flight, according to

accounts in New York newspapers.
He was charged with criminal trespass and

disorderly conduct But Barzilai, 49. said that

he was calm and that his only crime was to

question the sudden change in smoking policy

for the flight
*1 didn't raise my voice,” he said.

He spent a night in jail before a local judge

dismissed the charges. When Barzilai arrived

in Tel Aviv three days later, his father was
comatose and unable to speak, according to

Barzilai 's court papers. Shaye Barzilai died on
January 29.

The suit seeks damages for false imprison-

ment slander and mental and physical

injuries.
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Number of

skin cancer
deaths
falling

By JUDY SIEGEL

Garry Kasparov (right) gives Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni MDo a few hints during a press conference in Tel Aviv yesterday^ nan Ossmdtyver.israei Sum

hopes die academy will help keep

kids off the street serve as an alter-

native sport for the handicapped,

who cannot compete in other

games, and raise the level of Israeli

chess.

Kasparov said he plans to visit the

academy, which he hopes will

become the world's leading chess

entity, three or four times a year.

By the year 2000. one tn 78

people will develop the potential-

ly fatal kind of skin cancer,

melanoma, and one in five will

have a non-melanoma type of

skin cancer. But the good news is

that the number of deaths from

skin cancer is declining due to

earlier diagnosis.

The Israel Cancer Association

announced yesterday that free

skin .cancer checks will be

offered today and Thursday at

120 clinics around the country.

The skin cancer awareness pro-

gram is being held in cooperation

with the health funds, the Israel

Dermatology and Plastic Surgery

Societies
" and the Health

Ministry. For the clinic closest to

you, call the ICA at 03-57 1 -7888.

According to ICA officials, 600
new cases of melanoma were dis-

covered in Israel last year, com-
pared to an average of 300 during

each of the years between 1980

and 1985 and 400 each between
1990 and 1994. But due to

increased awareness, nearly half

are diagnosed during the early

stages when survival is most
likely, compared to only a little

over a quarter in the early

Eighties.

By far the most improvement
has been in Tel Aviv, where for

every late-stage diagnosis of
melanoma, the cancer is caught

early for eight people. In

Jerusalem, there are the fewest

number of melanoma cases due
to the covered-up religious popu-

lation of Jews and Arabs. But if

they contract melanoma, their

awareness of the need to go for

early detection is less" pro-

nounced because of reduced
exposure to the news media.
Since CIS immigrants tend to

have pale, sensitive skin and are

not used to sunny weather, the

ICA issues informational materi-

al in Russian.

At the earliest stages, when the

tumor is small and before the

cancer penetrates beyond the

skin, 90 percent of all melanomas
can be cured.

It used to appear in 30% more
women than men, but the figures

are beginning to balance out,
with women now having 20%
more. The ICA’s explanation is

that women are now more aware
of the dangers of sun exposure
and take more care to protect
themselves with hats, long-
sleeved, light clothing, sun-
screens and sunglasses. Parents
are urged to be especially care to

protect children, as one or two
serious sunburns at this age can
cause melanoma in adulthood.
For the first time, the Health

Ministry’s Cancer Registry has
released figures on the number of
basal cell carcinoma cases. The
most common of skin cancers, its

incidence is growing, and some
7,500 new cases are diagnosed
each year. Fortunately, it is not
often fatal, but removing the
tumor can cause serious esthetic
harm and suffering.

Meanwhile, Dr. Dov Stanipler, a
dermatologist at Assaf Harofeh
Hospital, declared that "sun-
bathing is not healthful, but if one
insists on doing it, do so only
before 10 a.m. and after 4 p.m..
when the ultraviolet rays are less
intense." He advised always
putting on UV-protective sun-
screen before leaving the house
and several times a day if the heat
causes heavy perspiration.

WEATHER

“This is not just a case of corruption, but people s

lives we’re talking about.”

When asked by Goldschmidt if he had heard any

rumors of the scandal, Ben-Shabbat said he had not.

However, National Organization of Driving

Instructors in Israel Shlomo Josefsberg admitted to

hearing of the events, but also of passing the infor-

mation on to the appropriate authorities. He also

used the opportunity to roundly condemn the prac-

tice.

Attention now turns to those driving on the

licenses obtained through this mechanism. “Revoke

their licenses immediately,” recommended MK
Moshe Gafni (United Torah Judaism).

Langental said the correct legal channels must be

used. He and others also called for a change in the

system that has allowed students to take fewer

lessons. “Twenty-eight is only the minimum." he

said. “If a student needs 50 or 130 lessons, so be

it."

Forecast: Partly doudy to ctaar.
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Winning cards

and numbers

In yesterday's daily Chance

drawings, the winning cards were

the 7 of spades, queen of hearts,

queen of diamonds, and ace of

clubs; and the 8 of spades, ace of

hearts, king ofdiamonds, and king

of clubs.

In yesterday’s weekly Lotto

draw, the winning numbers were

3, 7, 16, 25, 3S and 39 and the

additional number was 14. - -

French

top general

arrives for

2-day visit

ByARIEH O’SULLIVAN

French Chief of Staff Gen.
Jean-Philippe Douin arrives -

today for an official two-day.

visit as guest of Chief of Staff

Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak.
The visit comes three months .

after the visit by French Defense
Minister Charles Millon and
amid efforts to revive sales. of

military equipment between the

two countries.

Douin is to be received tomor?.

row at Camp Rabin in Tel Aviv ;

by an official honor guard, after

which be is to meet withi

Defense Minister Yitzhak.

Mordechai. The top French gen:

eral is also scheduled to yisir the -

Nonhem and Central commands :

and be briefed on Israel’s securi- •

m

ty situation.

Shahak visited France last

September and Douin ’s visit- is: 7

part of a reciprocal visit among
top brass of both countries. Last

year. Israel for the first time

opened a pavilion at the-

Eurosatory armament exhibition . -7.

which presented products from
11 defense-related industries.

-

Next month, 19 civilian and mil:

.

itary companies will be present-
;

ing their wares at the 47th .Paris i i

air show. .

While French military sources - _

are skeptical that their country "jj

will be able to dent the strong
~

procurement links Israel has
' .

with the United States, some;

headway was made during:
'•

Millon ’s visit. -7.

There are no joint French-:. -

Israeli training exercises and
neither country appears eager 7
for them to take place. France

* also does not use Israeli ait"

[space for training as The -

2
Americans do, and ~ are doing,

this week in the Negev.
. y

I
France is the world’s third-:,

largest defense exporter, with S4.J
billion in annual sales, bur milfr^.

tary trade with Israel is just $60\;

j

million.
.

'
. ;:j.

Douin is also to meet; wilt T:
President Ezer Weizman, and‘\
visit Yad Vasheni and Yitzhak"-."

Rabin’s gravesite.
'*’-3'
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